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The U.S. Navy has a continued interest in using components
having greater performance-to-weight ratios than those in current
use. Such efficient components would provide more space for other
components that have a direct bearing on the mission capabilities
of naval vessels. This is especially the case for submarines as
there are severe restrictions on the size and weight of any
components on board these vessels.
The navy is interested in using electric propulsion for future
vessels. Such vessels will require large electric motors and
generators. If conventional motors (cooled by forced-air
convection) are used, their size and weight may be too excessive.
Therefore, to achieve the navy's goal, more efficient motors and
generators, which are cooled by more advanced means, should be
used. Such electric machinery may be cooled by liquids (such as
water or oil) , or by two-phase heat pipes. Liquid cooling of
rotors is a very challenging problem as the liquid must be forced
into and out of the rotating shaft, from the stationary frame of
reference. Such a scheme, of course, requires the use of rotating
seals. On the other hand, such rotors may be cooled by air-cooled,
heat pipes fitted near the periphery of the rotor.
The theoretical treatment of the above two cooling techniques
is very complex owing to the three-dimensional flow patterns,
further complicated by rotation. Therefore, experimental modelling
on prototypes has become very important in assessing the
feasibility and the advantages of these advanced cooling
techniques. The David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) has designed
and built an apparatus for testing the performance of both liquid
cooling and heat-pipe cooling of electric motors and generators.
Data have been collected for the past three years for liquid
cooling using water and oil as the working fluids.
In support of this effort at DTRC, the Naval Postgraduate
School has been providing technical guidance pertaining to basic
heat-transfer mechanisms that occur with rotation, heat pipe
technology and experimental techniques. During the past year, two
specific efforts were carried out. One pertained to the design and
fabrication of rotating, off-axis heat pipes for use in the DTRC
apparatus. The other involved an assessment of rotating heat pipe
technology in Europe.
HEAT-PIPE DESIGN
In July 1988, Professor Wanniarachchi terminated his
employment with the U.S. Government to accept a position at the
University of California, Santa Barbara. Prior to his departure,
he was intimately involved with the design of the off-axis heat
pipes.
Design conditions
Water was selected as the working fluid, and the design
conditions are listed below:
Rotational speed = 1000 rpm
Heat duty per bar = 100 watts
Saturation temperature = 80 °C
Ambient temperature = 22 °C
Radius of rotation = 389 mm
Three feasible inside diameters were selected (see Table 1)
for the cavity in each conductor bar. To match this geometry,
three different copper finned tubes were selected and purchased








Figure 1. Finned Tube Geometry
Table 1















1 19 11.8 8.6 4.83
2 26 12.7 9.5 6.58












As shown in Figure 2 , it was assumed that each conductor bar
will be fitted with two condenser sections; thus, the heat duty on





Figure 2. Schematic of Heat-Pipe Assembly.
A. Inside Condensing Heat-Transfer Coefficient
The problem of film condensation inside a horizontal tube has
been treated by Jaster and Kosky [1]. In this situation, the
condensate collects at the bottom of the tube due to the
acceleration of gravity as shown in Figure 3. Jaster and Kosky
Condensate
Figure 3. Condensate Stratification in Heat Pipes
arrived at the following expression for the average heat-transfer




n = 0.728 Cg^^^
e = / 1 + (^) (^v I''
h^ = Specific enthalpy of condensation
k^ = Thermal conductivity of condensation
X = Vapor quality
p^ = Density of condensate
p^ = Density of vapor
fi^ = Viscosity of condensate
Notice that, for the case of rotation, the "g" term in
equation (1) must be replaced by co ^R, where co is the angular
velocity and R is the radius of rotation. For the above
calculation, a fill angle of 120° was used as shown in Figure 3.
B. Air-side Heat-Transfer Coefficient
To compute the air-side heat-transfer coefficient, the
correlation developed by Briggs and Young [2] was used:
h3 = 0.1507 ga Re2/3 pr1/3 (J) (|) (2)
where
kg = Thermal conductivity of air
Pr = Prandtl number of air
Re = Air-side Reynolds number
e = Fin height
The use of rotor peripheral velocity (*^R) in computing the
air-side Reynolds number raises two important questions. First,
in the actual case, each condenser lies in the wake of another one.
Thus, the entire condenser would not experience high air
velocities. Second, the Briggs and Young correlation has not been
tested at as high Reynolds numbers as would be present for this
situation. For these reasons, the air-side coefficient computed
by the above equation was degraded, somewhat arbitrarily, by 50
percent.
Computer Program
A computer program was developed to compute the size of the
condenser necessary for the design conditions stated earlier using
all three condenser sections. As condenser #1 has the smallest
inside diameter, this determined the minimum length necessary.
Also, the maximum condenser length allowable was limited to 12
inches by the test facility at DTRC.
The results obtained for the three condensers (1, 2 and 3),
are listed in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Structural Considerations
All critical stress calculations were incorporated into the
computer program to ensure safe operation of the heat pipes on the
rotating apparatus. While, as noted earlier, the heat-transfer
TABLE 2
TUBE CODE = 1
Di =4.8 (MM)
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
Required heat duty = 50.0 (W)
Rotational speed = 1000.0 (RPM)
Saturation temperature = 80.0 (Deg C)
Ambient temperature = 22.0 (Deg C)
Omega "2*R/g = 4 3 4.8
Fill angle = 120.0 (Degrees)
COMPUTED HEAT-TRANSFER PERFORMANCE:
NOTE: Air-Side Coefficient Has Been Degraded by
50.0 Percent
Air-side coefficient = 147.2 (W/m'2.K)
Inside coefficient = 4211.0 (W/m'2.K)
Vapor-side temp drop = 8.3 (K)
COMPUTED DESIGN PARAMETERS:
Number of intermediate supports =
Required water fill volume =
Maximum steam velocity =
Length of portion between supports =
Overall condenser length =
COMPUTED STRUCTURAL STRENGTH FOR COPPER
FINNED TUBE (AT 3 000 RPM)
:
Yield stress of condenser material = 2.620E+01 (MPa)
Computed maximum bending stress = 2.204E+01 (MPa)
Computed shear stress = 1.042E+00 (MPa)
Available safety factor for bending = 2.816E+00
STRENGTH CALCULATIONS FOR STEEL SUPPORT STRUCTURE:
Yield stress = 2.620E+02 (MPa)
Maximum bending stress = 5.779E+01 (MPa)
Available safety factor for bending = 4.534E+00
Maximum deflection = 6.343E-02 (mm)
Normal stress of copper supports = 6.860E-01 (MPa)
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OF HEAT PIPE UNDER CIRCUMFERENTIAL
LOADING OWING TO AIR DRAG:
Maximum bending stress = 1.958E-01 (MPa)
Available safety factor = 3.170E+02
ESTIMATED UPPER LIMIT FOR AIR DRAG (AT 3 000 RPM)








TUBE CODE = 2
Di =6.6 (mm)
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
Required heat duty = 50.0 (W)
Rotational speed = 1000.0 (RPM)
Saturation temperature = 80.0 (Deg C)
Ambient temperature = 22.0 (Deg C)
Omega ^2*R/g = 434.8
Fill angle = 120.0 (Degrees)
COMPUTED HEAT-TRANSFER PERFORMANCE:
NOTE: Air-Side Coefficient Has Been Degraded by
50.0 Percent
Air-side coefficient = 133.3 (W/m^2.K)
Inside coefficient = 3884.5 (W/m^2.K)
Vapor-side temp drop = 8.4 (K)
COMPUTED DESIGN PARAMETERS:
Number of intermediate supports =
Required water fill volume =
Maximum steam velocity =
Length of portion between supports =
Overall condenser length =
COMPUTED STRUCTURAL STRENGTH FOR COPPER
FINNED TUBE (AT 3 000 RPM)
:
Yield stress of condenser material = 6.206E+01 (MPa)
Computed maximum bending stress = 1.640E+01 (MPa)
Computed shear stress = 1.211E+00 (MPa)
Available safety factor for bending = 3.785E+00
STRENGTH CALCULATIONS FOR STEEL SUPPORT STRUCTURE:
Yield stress = 2.620E+02 (MPa)
Maximum bending stress = 4.770E+01 (MPa)
Available safety factor for bending = 5.493E+00
Maximum deflection = 4.303E-02 (mm)
Normal stress of copper supports = 7.390E-01 (MPa)
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OF HEAT PIPE UNDER CIRCUMFERENTIAL
LOADING OWING TO AIR DRAG:
Maximum bending stress = 1.587E-01 (MPa)
Available safety factor = 3.911E+02
ESTIMATED UPPER LIMIT FOR AIR DRAG (AT 3 000 RPM)














TUBE CODE = 3
Di =7.9 (mm)
OPERATING CONDITIONS:







NOTE: Air-Side Coefficient Has Been Degraded by
50.0 Percent
Air-side coefficient = 133.4 (W/m*2.K)
Inside coefficient = 3660.8 (W/m'2.K)
Vapor-side temp drop = 8.9 (K)
COMPUTED DESIGN PARAMETERS:
Number of intermediate supports = 3
Required water fill volume = 20.6 (cc)
Maximum steam velocity = 0.4 (m/s)
Length of portion between supports = 23.3 (mm)
Overall condenser length = 148.3 (mm)
COMPUTED STRUCTURAL STRENGTH FOR COPPER
FINNED TUBE (AT 3 000 RPM)
:
Yield stress of condenser material = 6.206E+01 (MPa)
Computed maximum bending stress = 1.608E+01 (MPa)
Computed shear stress = 1.633E+00 (MPa)
Available safety factor for bending = 3.859E+00
STRENGTH CALCULATIONS FOR STEEL SUPPORT STRUCTURE:
Yield stress =
Maximum bending stress =
Available safety factor for bending =
Maximum deflection =
Normal stress of copper supports =
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OF HEAT PIPE UNDER CIRCUMFERENTIAL
LOADING OWING TO AIR DRAG:
Maximum bending stress = 2.526E-01 (MPa)
Available safety factor = 2.457E+02
ESTIMATED UPPER LIMIT FOR AIR DRAG (AT 3000 RPM)







calculations were performed for 1000 rpm, structural calculations
were performed for 3000 rpm. Owing to the quite low yield stress
of copper, each finned condenser had to be supported at each 1-inch
interval. No details of the structural calculational procedures
used will be provided in this report. However, all critical safety
factors available were found to be greater than 2.4.
To support the condensers at each 1-inch interval, clamps (see
Figure 4) were manufactured using high-strength aluminum alloy
(Al 6061T6, Oyyeid = 40,000 psi) . These clamps were, in turn,
supported by an angular plate (see Figure 4) made of high-strength
aluminum alloy (Al 7075, o^-^^^ « 73,000 psi).
Notice that, as the support structures will be shared by all
three types of condensers, the length of each condenser was fixed
at 10 inches, based on a value of 2 09.3 mm computed for the
limiting case determined by condenser #1.
Fabrication of Heat Pipes
Two 1/2" X 1/2" X 38" copper conductor bars (provided by DTRC)
were machined so that they could be fitted with electric heaters
and condenser sections. To accommodate four electric heaters,
1/16" X 1/16" axial grooves were machined at the four corners of
each bar. Also, the two ends of the bars were countersunk to
enable proper installation of the condenser sections (see Figure
5) . Aluminum sleeves were made with dimensions of 3/8" ID x 1/2"
OD X 1/4", and were split axially. Two of these half sleeves would




































































































































with fins machined off) and the clamp would be slid over these half
sleeves.
Assembly
All the manufactured items were delivered unassembled to DTRC.
The actual assembly of these components should be achieved as
follows:
1. Silver solder the condenser sections to the conductor bar.
Silver solder a soft-copper tubing at the far end of each
condenser. Attach a graduated glass vial (through a metal-
to-glass adapter) to one copper tubing. This vial should
contain sufficient amount of distilled water so that just the
correct amount of water would be left after purging. This
should be determined by trials on a piece of copper tubing
having inside dimensions identical to the heat-pipe assembly.
Place the assembly upright with the glass vial on the bottom.
Attach the upper copper tubing to a vacuum pump. Provide heat
to the glass vial to expell any dissolved gases and to boil
off excess water. While the vacuum pump is running, crimp off
the upper copper tubing, and turn off heat to the glass vial.
Turn the assembly over and make sure all the water flows to
the bottom. Crimp off the other copper tubing and disconnect
the glass vial.
2. Attach heaters to each evaporator section. Thermocouples
should be installed at various axial and circumferential
locations on the heat pipe assembly to enable testing of its
14
performance.
3. Mount the heat-pipe assembly on the rotating apparatus.
4. Mount the support structures to the vertical plates of the
rotor (see Figure 6)
.
5. Place a pair of half sleeves on each area of condenser section
to be supported and slide a clamp over them. Attach the clamp
to the angular support structure.
After proper tightening of all fittings, the assembly should
be ready for low-speed testing. During this testing, increase the
rotational speed gradually and operate at about 300 RPM for about
5 minutes. Stop the rotation and check all fittings and joints to
see if they have performed well. Follow this procedure by
increasing the rotational speed in increments of 200-300 RPM until
safe operation is demonstrated at 1000 RPM. The apparatus should
then be ready for operation under a thermal load.
15
ROTATING HEAT PIPE TECHNOLOGY
IN EUROPE
During this report period, Professor Marto spent four months
of his Sabbatical Leave at the Centre D' Etudes Nucleaires de
Grenoble in Grenoble, France, which was the site of the 6th
International Heat Pipe Conference in May 1987. As a result,
Professor Marto was able to examine the proceedings of that
conference to investigate world-wide activities pertaining to
rotating heat pipe technology. In addition, while in Grenoble,
Professor Marto visited the Institute for Electrical Machines at
the Technical University in Aachen, West Germany. This laboratory
has conducted the most intensive research on heat-pipe-cooled
electric motors. A summary of Professor Marto ' s findings are
provided below.
6th International Heat Pipe Conference
There were more than 150 oral presentations at the conference
including three invited Regional Survey Reports:
1. Polasek, F. (Czechoslovakia) "Heat Pipe Research and
Development in East European Countries"
2. Groll, M. (Federal Republic of Germany) "Heat Pipe
Research and Development in Western Europe"
3. Dobran, F. (U.S.A.) "Heat Pipe Research and Development
in the Americas"
The conference presentations were organized into the following
sessions:
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Fundamental and Basic Research
Theoretical and Experimental Studies
Technological Studies
The Heat Pipe as an Aerospace Component
Heat Exchangers
Thermosyphons
Scientific and Industrial Applications
The following papers (copies enclosed in Appendix A) included
specific information on rotating heat pipe technology:
1. Chen, J., Tu, C. and Zhou, Z., "Condenser Heat Transfer
in Inclined Rotating Heat Pipes"
2. Katsuta, M. , Wanniarachchi, A.S. and Marto, P.J.,
"Condensation Heat Transfer Measurements in Co-axial
Rotating Heat Pipes"
3. Shimizu, A. and Yamazachi, S., "Helical Guide-Type
Rotating Heat Pipes"
4. Reddy, R.S., Venkateswarlu, P. and Sastri, V.M.K.,
"Experimental Heat Transfer Characteristics of a Rotating
Heat Pipe with an Air-Cooled Condenser"
5. Giessler, F. , Sattler, P.K. and Thorem, F. , "Heat Pipe
Cooling of Electric Machines"
Paper No. 1 provides experimental and theoretical data for off-axis
heat pipes that are inclined with respect to the axis of rotation.
This helps to pump the condensate from the condenser back to the
evaporator. Paper No. 2 provides new experimental information on
condensation heat transfer within stepped-condenser, co-axial
rotating heat pipes. Paper No. 3 describes the performance of co-
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axial rotating heat pipes that contain helical inserts. Paper No.
4 studies co-axial rotating heat pipe performance with an air-
cooled finned condenser. Paper No. 5 presents results of four
heat-pipe-cooled induction motors of 75 kW and 150 kW. This paper
reviews how heat pipes can be used in both the stator and rotor of
electric motors. Two open 150 kW motors were tested having
longitudinally-grooved capillary heat pipes in the stator slots and
yoke and off-axis rotating heat pipes in the rotor. The second
motor was designed with smaller heat pipes to save on weight. They
found that it was possible to reduce the active stator material
weight (compared to a motor with only a 90 kW rating) by 16-22
percent for this 150 kW motor. The third examined motor was a
totally-enclosed 75 kW motor with a water-cooled, co-axial heat
pipe in the shaft. They found that the heat pipe action reduced
the rotor bar temperature from 185 °C to 102 °C and the shaft
temperature from 180 °C to 82 °C. The temperature rise of the stator
was also significantly decreased. The fourth motor tested was a
totally-enclosed 150 kW machine with heat pipe cooling in the
stator and rotor. They reported that this totally enclosed
induction machine will perform the same electrically (and with the
same volume/weight) as an open type 150 kW machine whereas
conventional enclosed induction motors are much heavier than open
machines. They point out that the use of a heat pipe in the motor
shaft seems to be very promising.
18
visit to Technical University. Aachen, Germany
On 8 June 1988, Professor Marto visited the Institute for
Electrical Machines at the Technical University of Aachen in West
Germany. This Institute has been the most active group in the
world in conducting research on heat-pipe-cooled motors. The
Institute is directed by Professor P.K. Sattler who is assisted by
Dr. F. Giessler. During my visit, Professor Sattler was on travel,
so the visit was conducted with Dr. Giessler, who provided a tour
of their laboratory facilities, discussed various research papers
and their future plans.
The Germans have been interested in rotating heat pipe
technology since 1970 when Siemens Co. incorporated a hollow shaft
to cool a motor. Since then, most of the research has been
conducted at the University of Stuttgart and the Technical
University of Aachen. The University of Stuttgart has developed
a technique to deposit copper on the inside of a hollow steel
shaft. This copper lining permits water to be used as the heat
pipe fluid, otherwise the water would attack the steel and generate
non-condensible gases that deteriorate the heat pipe effectiveness.
The work at Aachen has been largely the result of a Ph.D. thesis
by Dr. F. Thoren who graduated in 1985. His thesis, titled
"Various Heat Pipe Systems for Cooling Synchronous Machines,"
contains a good Bibliography on rotating heat pipe technology.
This Bibliography is listed in Appendix B of this report. Certain
references that deal specifically with the cooling of electric
motors are marked with an asterisk.
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The results at Aachen have shown that heat-pipe cooling can
provide about a 20 percent improvement in power density of electric
machines (whether open or enclosed) . They have been most
interested in machines in the size range of 75-150 kW. They have
also studied forced convection cooling of electric machines.
Figure 7 shows a schematic of their experimental apparatus.
Figure 7 . Schematic of Convective Cooled Machine
However, they discovered serious problems in the following area:
• seals
• expense (pumps, coolers, purifiers)
• water purity
As a result, this research was not active during the visit.
Apparently, heat pipes have been shown to be most effective
in cooling motors. However, their introduction has increased the
cost of the motor and this has created an uneconomical atmosphere
for their commercial use. For example, FANUC in Japan has
20
manufactured a heat-pipe-cooled motor (See Appendix C for their
brochure) , but is phasing this motor out due to a lack of
customers. Potential customers are concerned with the long-term
reliability of these devices and a long-term bench test is needed
to verify continued good performance. Dr. Giessler mentioned that
the research program at Aachen on heat pipe cooling will be
completed in 1988 and there are no plans to continue the work. He
pointed out that efforts must continue to be made to reduce cost
and weight. Perhaps composite shafts could be examined? In
addition, the merits and relative costs of using air cooling, water
cooling and refrigerant cooling of the heat pipe condenser deserve
attention as well.
Although heat-pipe-cooled motors may not be economically
attractive for commercial use, they can provide a significant
weight reduction for shipboard use, which may be an ideal
application of their capabilities. The Navy should therefore




1. Jaster, H. and Kosky, P.G., "Condensation Heat Transfer in a
Mixed Flow Regime," Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer . Vol. 19, pp.
95-99, 1976.
2. Briggs, D.E. and Young, E.H., "Convective Heat Transfer and
Pressure Drop of Air Flowing Across Triangular Pitch Banks of
Finned Tubes," Chemical Engineering Progress Symposium Series,
No. 41, Vol. 59, pp. 1-10, 1963.
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APPENDIX A
Copies of Rotating Heat Pipe Papers

Pap. 2.3.36.
CONDENSER HEAT TRANSFER IN INCLINED ROTATING HEAT PIPE
Chen Jian, Tu Chuan Jing , Zhejiang University , China
Zhou Zhongyan, Hangzhou Waste Heat Boiler
Research Institute, China
ABSTRACT
The condenser heat transfer of the incl
tned rotating heat pipe which was less analy-
zed are investigated. A physical model is
creatively proposed consisting of a laminar
filmwise condensation region amd a bottom con-
densation flow region. The theoretical formu-
las of the average Nusselt number and the lo-
cal Nusselt number are obtained by solving
the flow differential equations. The effect
of centrlfiigal acceleration on condenser heat
transfer characteristics is also investigated.
The relations between the rotational speed
and average condenser heat trsmsfer coef. and
local condenser heat transfer coef. are shown.
There are good agreement between theoretical
and experimental results, especially in high
rotational speed range.
HGMBNCLATURB
a centrlf-'agal acceleration at tube
axis
A cross sectional area of bottom
flow
Cp specific heat of condensate
d tube diameter
f fanning' 3 friction factor
F force on an element of bottom flow
h heat transfer coefficient
1 condenser section length
L latent heat of condensation
Q volumetric flow rate of bottom
flow
i^ tube radius-
R radius of rotation
Ts— temperature of satxirated vapor
Tw condenser wall temperature
u local clrc\amferential velocity
component of condensate film
mean velocity of bottom flow
V IocslI aucial velocity component of
condensate film
X distance along tube axis
z distance normal to tube Interior
surface
a angle between heat pipe ajcls and
rotation axis
f momentum correction factor
J thickness- of condensate film
X heat conductivity of condensate
p —• density of condensate
y kinematic viscosity of condensate
Q angle of bottom flow level





Nu local nusselt number = hd/A =
=. (2GaPrG/(3HZ))*
Pr prandtl number =(*v>Cp/A
Re Helnolds number = (Ga/2 )^(' /(9
)
X dimensionless axial distance = Gx/r.
Z dimensionless condensate film thick-
ness = (2GaPrG/(3H))(^/d)*
INTRODUCTION
For promoting the energy conservation
by utilizing the waste heat from factories,
the study and development of efficient heat
recovery systems which make use of heat pipe
have been promoted. It is well known that
heat pipe heat exchanger has a great deal of
advantages for gas to gas heat exchange , such
as its excellent heat transfer performance
and simple structure , so its practical appli-
cations have been made most progressively
till now. However, in highly fouling environ-
ment such as heavy oil flue gas, it becomes
am important subject of study that the dust
accumulation make heat transfer performance
degeneration, one of the best way to solve
this problem is to use rotating heat pipe
heat exchajiger which has a rotating heat pi-
pe bundle. According to the relative position
between the heat pipe axis and the axis of
rotation, rotating heat pipes can be levided
into three basic groups, such as, cc-axial.
parallel, and inclined. Performance charac-
teristics of a co-axial or parallel rotating
heat pipe has been described in previous li-
teratures, but only little is known about
the performance of a inclined rotating heat
pipe. The longitudinal axis of the inclined
rotating heat pipe is inclined to the axis
of rotatlon(Fig. 1
. ) , which depends on the
component of centrifugal force to pump the
condensate from the condenser to evaporator
to complete the cycle. The purpose of this
study was to Investigate theoretically the
condeaaer heat transfer characteristics of a
inclined rotating heat pipe, with a new phy-
sical model, discuss the condenser heat tran-
sfer mechanism according to the flow patterns
of working liquid which was shown in physical
model.
BXPBHIMENTAI, EQUIPMENTS
The appaxatua used for this study was
similar to the one used in earlier study CI ] .
Fig.1. shows a schematic diagram of the over-
all experimental equipment.
Fig.1 Schematic diagraun of experimental equi-
pment
The heat pipe was rotated using a vari-
able speed motor, and heated electrically,
and cooled by water. Further details of the
experimental equipment are provide in refer-
ence ( 1 ] .
OPERATION PAHAMETER3
heat Dipe length 1500 mm
internal diauneter 19 mm
external diauneter 22 mm
condenser length 410 mm
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ces acting on the cond
over the tube surface
force, the centrifugaJ.
steam flow velocity is
along the vapor-liquid






force and , when the
large, shear force
interface. In the oper-
pattems aa shown by
filMf.,
To discuss more detail, the patterns
will be defined aa follows: a) condensate
with the film flows along the tube interior
STirface as shown by the broken line in Fig. 2;
b) a bottom flow represented by the hatch
area in Fig. 2, this bottom flow region, in
general, blocks most of heat flow across it-
self and the tube surface covered by it be-
comes ineffective as a condensatlci heat
transfer surface. Therefore, when calculating
the overaJ.1 condenser heat transfer coef.
for the whole condenser section, it is not
necessary to take into accout the bottom
flow over the tube surface. Here we only ana-
lysed the behavior of the bottom flow.
Condensate film flow
Analysis waa made under assumptions si-
milar to those of Nusselt's well-known basic
condensation theory. Otherwise, we assume
the effects of vapor shear and gravity are
small enough to be negligible.
Prom Fig. 2 we see, on the condensate act
the circumferential component of centrifugal
acceleration, acoaasin*, in the i^-direction
(acosAsin^ can be found from geometrical con-
sideration), and the longitudinal component
of centrifugsLl acceleration, asinof, in x-di-
rection.
The momentum equations in the x-direc-





where a = aJ(R«-t-xsino()
oj = angular velocity of heat pipe
boundairy conditions:
u = V = 0, at the tube wall, z =
1^ = 1^ = 0, at vapor-liquid interface,
z =S
An energy balsmce on the differential
element of volume Jr, dxd^ may be written as:
Substituting solutions u,v of equation
(1) and (2) into equation (3), (3) may be
expressed as:





Now introducing the following nondimen-
sional variables:
I » (Jx/e, , (G = ctgoi)
„ facosotlS* / 2GaPrG w S ^
We obtain an equation for nondimension-
al film thickness,
II
* sin.^11 = ^(l-Zco34) (5)
The boundary condition can be found
from the fact that the film flow is smooth
and continuous for ^=0, as follows:
Fig. 2 Analyticail model and geometry
for <P» 0,
-J 0, for X =^, Z
In equation (5), 3Z/aX » as X-'oo, and
according to Hasan and JaJcob'a study [2], it
is reasonable to let az/ax = for X^3.2.
In this case, Z can easily be obtained as sr
function of alone as follows:
' - vi^n%\/'^^^^^ (6)
The length Xjt . 3uch that X = 3.2 is
extremely small for large G (e.g. Xyt=0. '\Sd(i.
for G- = 9.5 ), and is negligible compared to
the whole length of condenser. Hence, in sub-
sequent calculations, equation (6) will be
adopted as a good approximate solution of
eq\iatlon (5).
Bottom flow
Mow we discuss the momentmn equation
for an element of bottom flow over sm d_iffe-
rential length, dx, as shown in Fig. 2. The
forces in x-direction acting on this element
are the viscous friction force at wall, Ff,
the component of centrifugal acceleration, Fw,
and the force due to difference in liquid le-
vel of bottom flow under centrifugal accele-
ration , Fa, the equation of momentum for the
element of bottom flow in x-direction may be
written as follows:
y9|j( pQU)di = Ff + Fw + Fa (7)
where p is momentum correction factor to
accout for the non-uniform flow velocity dis-
tribution in bottom:
(3 = i , for Re < 2300
p = 1 .05. for Re > 3000
An interpolated value of /9 is used, for
2300 < Re < 3000.




Ff = -Iwddid (9)
Pf »
where Iw = -^ U, f is fauining's friction fac-
es





We introduce the following nondimension-
al variables:
r = Q/(gr/ f'-
(2e-8in2S)/2Tt
We may obtain the differential equation
for level angle, 6 , of bottom flow:
dd 8PTCrGfdr/dX-At3inottV-*-fr*»
dX 8^r*G3iie9 -4iG7Civ*co3oisind (12)
where i = a/g, P is the flow rate of the bo-
ttom flow. It is a result of condensate in-
flow from filmwise condensation region, we
have
(13)
where subscript 9 denotes values at ^=tc-5
and Z is a quantity from equation (6).
The sheax stress may be expressed in
terms of the friction factor:
Tw - |PU* (14)
The friction factor can be approximated
in terms of Reynolds number C3].
f=a(Re)^
a = 18,b = -1, for Re < 3000




As it can be a3"aumed that tube surface
covered by bottom flow loses its effective-
ness as heat trsmsfer surface, the mean Su-
33-elt number, Num, over the circumference
and the overall Nusselt number, Ifu^, for the
whole condenser can be expressed resoective-
17:
Num = 1 ["^udf =lf;lGaPrGf^^icj;~5Hr
% = ii:Hum dx
(16)
(17)
Initial value for equation(12) and procedure
of numerical calculation
isecause the equation(12) can't be evalu-
ated at starting point, X=0,of condensation,
the following method has adopted as a recomm-
ended method for obtaining the initial value.
At first assuming initial value, d=5.,
then calculating r« from equation(l3) in terms
of initial value, a,, a suitable tube length
increment, ax, is selected and equation(13)
is used to calculate the change , if , InT.
Then, selecting a suitable value of a and b
for f depending on Re, equation(l2) is solv-
ed to obtain the change, id, m 9 in the in-
crement AX by finite difference method. The
calculation with equation(12) and (13) are
repeated for every increment until the len-
gth of condenser is reached. Lastly compar-
ing the value of Q with Q, volumetric flow
rate of condensate which is evaluated in
terms of the heat transfer quantity measured.
If the difference between them is net small
enough, assuming another initial value of, 9.,
repeating the proced^ure of numerical calcu-





Before comparing experimental with theo-
retical results, it must be mentioned here
that, in obtaining the overall coefficient
of heat transfer by experiment, it is cus-
tomary to use the meam of the measxired tube
wall temperstuxe as the representive tempe-
rature of the heat transfer surface when the
wall temperature is not uniform. However,
in this experiment as centrifugal accelera-
tion becomes large, a bottom flow which is a
large heat resistance range forms. The por-
tion of the tube wall covered by bottom flow
loses its role as the surface of heat trans-
fer and its temperature drops significantly.
Therefore, it seems more reasonable to eva-
luate the representative temperature of the
heat transfer s\irface by excluding the tem-
perature of this region covered by bottom
flow when comparing the results with theore-
tical values obtained for a uniform wall tem-
perature
.
Based on the above consideration, the
experiment results aire presented in Pig. 3.





Fig. 3 Comparision experiment results with
theoretical results
The experiment and theoretical raluea shows a
good agreement .which indicate the appropria-
teness of the treatment of wall temperature
described above. Prom this figure it can be
seen tha:t the overall condenser heat transfer
coefficient increases definitely as the rota-
tional speed increases, but the Increasing
magnitude of condenser heat transfer coef . at
low rotational speed region is larger than
that at high rotational speed region. The
larger the rotational speed, the better the
agreement between experimental and theoreti-
cal results. This is because in large rota^
tional speed the operation conditions are
better agreement to asstunption—the effect of




In a inclined rotating heat pipe, working
fluid is localized by centrifugal force,
which yield circumferential temperature
distribution.
2. The condenser heat transfer coefficient
of the inclined rotating heat pipe
affected by rotational speed, increases
with the increasing of rotational speed.
3. The increasing magnitude of condenser heat
transfer coefficient at low rotational
speed region is larger^ than that at high
rotational speed region.
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CONDENSATION HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREIIENTS IN CO-AXIAL ROTATING HEAT PIPES
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
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ABSTRACT
A cylindrical, co-axial rotating heat pipe with
a stepped condenser section was operated at rotation-
al speeds of 700, UOO and 2800 rpm, using distilled
water as the test fluid. Film condensation heat-
transfer data were obtained for three smooth-bore
copper condenser sectiona having Internal diameters
of 23 mm, 29 ran and 37 mm. Data were also obtained
for the medlum-dlameter tube with a smaller-diameter
copper tube inserted into its vapor
co-current flow of liquid and vapor,
section was apray-cooled with tap
active length of 250 mm.
The condenser performance
Increasing rotational speed and with
diameter. The data showed a strong influence of
vapor shear, with indications of both laminar and
turbulent conditions occurring, depending upon
rotational speed and tube diameter. The use of a
vapor-space insert Increased the thermal performance




















Inside heat-transfer area of condenser section
Specific heat of cooling water
Specific enthalpy of vaporization
Average inside heat-transfer coefficient
Thermal conductivity of condensate
Thermal conductivity of tube wall material
Effective length of condenser section
Mass flow rate of cooling water
Average Nusselt number on condensing side
Heat-transfer rate
Inside diameter of condenser section
Outside diameter of condenser section
Film Reynolds number
Cooling water inlet temperature
Cooling water outlet temperature
Measured steam temperature
Average outer wall temperature
Viscosity of condensate




During the last decade, co-axial rotating heat
pipes have been used successfully in rotating
eoniponents
. Since the inception of the rotating-
heat-pipe concept in 1969 (1), nany theoretical and
experimental investigations (2-7) have been conducted
to better understand how it works. In l^RZ, Marto
[R] described the concept of these devices and
reviewed their heat-transfer characteristics.
The co-axlal rotating heat pipe is an evacuated
hollow shaft rotating about its axis. A series of
studies have been conducted by Nakayama [9] to
examine the effect of rotational speed and fill
charge of the working fluid on the thermal perform-
ance of this device. More recently, Katsuta et
al. [10] performed a similar experimental study and
they suggested that the heat-transfer characteristics
for the condenser and evaporator were closely related
to the flow behavior, which was sensitive to the
charge of the working fluid and the speed of
rotation. They also suggested that the hysteresis
phenomenon with rotational speed should be taken into
account when designing this device.
Various investigations have been conducted to
study the heat-transfer process in the condenser
section of stepped-wall co-axlal heat pipes rotating
at high speeds. In this situation, since most of the
working fluid exists in the evaporator section and
only a thin liquid film covers the condenser wall,
the thermal behavior is completely independent of the
fill charge of liquid. In addition to this advan-
tage, the presence of a stepped wall and high
rotational speed improve upon thermal performance.
Marto and Wagenseil [3] showed that the thermal
performance of a smooth, cylindrical condenser
section could be dramatically improved upon by
tapering the condenser wall or using internal,
helical fins along the cylindrical condenser surface.
Marto and Welgel [4] studied several economical ways
to Improve upon the condenser performance hy using
off-the-shelf, internally finned tubing for the
condenser sections. Vasiliev and Khrolenok [11]
demonstrated that straight, longitudinal grooves in
the condenser wall can also significantly improve
thermal performance.
Marto and Wannlarachchl [12] discussed the
condensation heat-transfer mechanisms for a smooth-
walled cylinder and they obtained a new type of
expression, which correlated the data successfully at
three different rotational speeds (700, 1400, 2800
rpm), based on the presence of turbulence in the
condensate film. They also suggested that the
presence of axial fins enhanced heat transfer since a
strong centrifugal force field generated very thin
films on the flanks of the fins.
The purpose of this study is to report on some
additional experimental work on stepped, co-axlal
heat pipes where the Influence of condenser diameter
and rotational speed on condensation heat-transfer
mechanisms for a snooth-walled cylinder are examined.
In addition, the effect of interfaclal shear stress
on the heat-transfer mechanism is discussed in detail
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to provide more Insight Into the condensation
heat-transfer characteristics of this device.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
Figure I shows a schematic of the heat pipe
apparatus which was Identical to that used earlier
[12). Five copper condensers having different
diameters and construction techniques were tested In
this Investigation. Each condenser was 295mra long
with an effective length of 250 mm. Specifications
of each tube are shown In Table 1. To check dntn
repeatability, tube A', which was used recently by
Marto and Wannlarachchl [12], was used again In this
experiment. Tube A differed from tube A' in that it
was manufactured with a more precise concentricity
than tube A'. Tube B was identical to tube B except
that, to eliminate the effect of Interfaclal shear
stress, an inner copper tube 20 inn In diameter with
an effective length of 250 mn was Inserted in it.
Cooling of the condenser section took place by
spraying tap water along the length of the condenser
using numerous jets Issuing from distribution tubes
placed 90 degrees apart around the condenser. This
spray mechanism was located within an insulated
cooling chamber so that accurate heat-transfer
measurements could be obtained.
All temperatures were measured using 30-gage,
type-E (chromel-constantan) thermocouples encased In
Teflon and plastic insulation. Two vapor-space
thermocouples were mounted inside a 3-mm-diameter
copper tube, which was inserted into a bracket
located at the center of the glass window to ensure
concentricity during rotation. One of these
thermocouples projected approximately 50 mm from the
main bearing into the evaporator vapor space and the
other one was located about the same distance awayfrom the condenser end. Eight thermocouples were used
to measure the condenser wall temperature distribu-
tion. They were placed at various axial and circum-ferential positions around the wall and wereflush-mounted in the wall to measure the average wall
temperature during condensation. Table 2 shows the
axial and circumferential positions of these thermo-
couples. Care was taken to ensure that accurate
temperature measurements were obtained [12).
Since the condenser heat-transfer rate wasdetermined using the cooling water flow rate and
temperature rise through the cooling chamber, the
temperature measurement of the cooling water was most
critical to obtaining accurate data. To ensure thehighest accuracy, a 10-junctlon, series-connected
copper-constantan thermopile with a resolution of
±0.003 K was used. When compared against two quartz
thermometer probes, this thenaopile agreed to within
± 0.02 K. The therorapile probes were mounteddownstream of the inlet and outlet insulated mixing
boxes. In addition to the temperature-rise
ClI^jW »in„ Co*,, Chomt»r Q.
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Figure 1 Schematic of Test Apparatus.
Table 1
Specifications of Experimental Condenser Tubes











NOTE: Tube B* is tube B fitted with the in
was used to control ar




measurement, the cooling water inlet temperature wa<
measured using a single therraocouple
. Cooling flo.
rate through the cooling chamber was measured with i
rotameter which had been calibrated using a weit^




couples were wired to the
through mercury slip rings.
Since it is well known that noncondensable gases
can significantly reduce condensation heat-transfer
rates in rotating heat pipes [13], care was taken t,
eliminate system leaks. Repeated pressure and vacuuttests were made to ensure a tight system.
In order to improve the wettability of eac'i
copper condenser surface, the inner tube surface ha^
to be treated to make sure that film condensation wac
occurring. A mixture of equal parts of sodlu»-hydroxlde and ethyl alcohol was heated to about 80 V
and applied uniformly around the tube. The tube «a>then rinsed with distilled water. After this surfac
treatment, filling and venting were carried outfollowing a procedure similar to the one use^
successfully by Marto and Weigel [4J.
Operation took place with the heat
horizontal orientation. Data were
different rotational speeds and with
power settings. Throughout this
.„^_._,.,, „„
Input power to the heater was incrementally increase^
up to a required level while keeping the rotational
speed constant. When a steady state was reached, all
thermocouple readings were recorded along with the
cooling water flow rate.
The condenser heat-transfer rate was determine!!
using the measured values of the cooling water flov








Q - m Cp (Tco - Tci) (1)
A correction was made to this result to taV»
into account frictional heating effects of thfbearing and seals, and viscous dissipation effects
Table 2
Locations of Tube Wall Thermocouples
Thennocouple
„ . „
















within the cooling water during rotation. The
average inside heat-transfer coefficient of the
condenser section h^ was calculated using the
heat-transfer rate Q and measured values of vapor
temperature Tg and the average outer wall temperature




equation, the Inside heat-trangf er coefficent mny be
expressed as:
Ai
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results is very large
>
where Aj is the inside surface area, r^ and r^
represent the inner and outer radii, respectively, k„
Is the wall thermal conductivity and L is the
effective length of the condenser.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each test condenser was operated at rotational
speeds of 700, 1400 and 2Rno rpm. Figure 2 shows the
overall heat-transfer results for tubes A and A'
.
The dot-dashed lines in this figure represent the
data of Nefesoglu [lA] who used tube A' as a smooth-
walled condenser.
it is clear that the thermal
with increasing rotational
divergence in the experimental
Tube A, which is a new one
manufactured for this study, shows a markedly lower
performance than the existing tube A'.
The discrepancy between the data of Nefesoglu
[14] and the present data may be caused mainly by the
difference of cooling water temperature measuring
method. As mentioned earlier during this study, the
condenser heat-transfer rate was determined using the
temperature rise through the cooling chamber.
Therefore, this temperature rise of cooling water Is
the most crucial measurement. A very accurate
thermopile was adopted in this study to improve the
experimental accuracy, whereas Nefesoglu (14) used
five thermocouples wired in parallel only for outlet
cooling water temperature measurement. In addition,
the change of vapor-temperature measurement may have
also affected this discrepancy. While Nefesoglu [14]
measured the temperature only of the evaporator
space, in this study both evaporator and condenser
space vapor temperatures at the center-line were
measured. Both measurement methods used in this study
seem to be superior to those used in Nefesoglu's (14)
study.
Next, to study the data discrepancy of tube A
and A', the eccentricity of tube A' was checked.
Careful measurement of the inside and outside
s 1 II
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Figure 3 Effect of Tube Diameter
Transfer Performance.
on Overall Heat-
diameters of this tube were made with respect to the
axis of rotation. From these measurements, the
eccentricity of the inside diameter was determined to
be about 0.1 mm, which is the same order of magnitude
as the condensate film thickness during rotation.
Thus, with this Information, a possible explanation
of this discrepancy is that the condensate film was
experiencing turbulence due to inherent vibrations in
the previous rotating heat pipe (tube A'), and this
tube consistently gave superior performance.
In this experiment, care was taken to ensure
that the new tube (tube A) had an eccentricity within
0.01 mm. In addition, a honing process was carried
out on tubes A and B, after most of the lathe work
was over. Only tube C didn't experience the honing
process, but it was verified that its eccentricity
was within the accepted accuracy.
Figure 3 shows the Influence of tube diameter
upon thermal performance while the rotational speed
was kept constant at 2800 rpm. Notice that at low
temperature differences, there Is a clear trend that
the performance improves as the diameter increases.
On the other hand, at high temperature differences,
the data show a cross-over trend that has not been
recognized in a previous study [4]. These different
and complicated trends will be discussed in a later
part of this paper.
Figure 4 represents a comparison of the
condenser wall axial temperature distribution at a
J
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Figure 2 Comparison of Present Data with that of
Nefesoglu (14)
.
Figure 4 Variation of Local Condenser Tube Wall
Temperature
.
constant rotational speed of 2800 rpm and Input power
of 2.9 kW. Tube C has an almost flat temperature
distribution along the axial direction. In contrast
to this trend, the temperature distribution is
irregular for the smaller diameter tubes A and B.
This characteristic is very evident close to the
evaporator section. This suggests that the variation
of the local condensation heat-transfer coefficient
may be very complicated.
It is well known that the film condensation
process inside a co-axial rotating heat pipe, whose
condenser section is a smooth-walled cylinder, should
be similar to film condensation Inside a rotating
drum or to film condensation on a finite horizontal
plate, and related studies and analyses were already
published by Nlmmo and Leppert [15-17), and later by
Marto [21] and by Roetzel and Newman [19]. In each
of these cases, it is assumed that the condensate
that builds up on the condenser surface will flow
over the edge of the condenser under the action of
the hydrostatic forces on the condensate film created
by either centrifugal force or the earth's
gravitational force (in the case of the horizontal
plate).
Nlmmo and Leppert [17] originally analyzed film
condensation on a finite horizontal surface, assuming
laminar flow conditions in the condensate film and
negligible liquid-vapor shear. They arrived at an




where the dimensionless grouping in the parenthesis
is known as the Sherwood number. However, their
experimental data gave approximately 50% lower values
than their analytical expression. The recommended
coefficient in the above equation was then modified
from 0.82 to 0.64. This serai-empirical correlation
has been generally used for designing rotational heat
pipes. Of course, in order to he applicable for a
rotating heat pipe, the models developed for the
non-rotating, horizontal plate case should be
modified by replacing the g-tenn by centrifugal
acceleration u^rj^.
In this study, an attempt was performed to
correlate the present data using the Nionno and
Leppert equation, and these data were plotted as
average Nusselt number versus Sherwood number.
However, only the data of tube C showed agreement
(with a slightly lower
The data of the other tubes
Sherwood number trend in a
each data plot at a given
considerable spread and an
(as shown schematically In
Figure 5), indicating that this correlation was not
suitable for this study.
with the correlation
coefficient than 0.6A).
appeared to follow the













Figure 5 Schematic Representation of


















Figure 6 Effect of Tube Diameter on Condenslng-Slde
Thermal Performance.
A possible explanation of this discrepancy Is
that the condensate film was not laminar. For
condensation on a vertical surface, when the
condensate accumulates and the film gets thicker,
i.e., the film Reynolds number Increases, it Is
possible for turbulence to occur within the flln.
Usually, a film Reynolds number of 1600 to 18O0
(referred to as the critical Reynolds number) Is
required for the change to occur. Based on this
Information, Marto and Wannlarachchl [12] rearranged
the data of Nefesoglu [lA] using tube A' and plotted
Nusselt number based on w versus film Reynolds
number. They obtained a new type of expression as
follows:
hi
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t the coefficient on the right-hand side of
tion was reported incorrectly as 0.027 In
[12]; the correct value is 0.045. In spite
tlcal Reynolds number usually being in the
1600-1800 as mentioned above, their data
at turbulence was perhaps occurring with >
Ids number range of only 25 to 300. Froii
;
s, they concluded that the presence of the'
rrent, interfacial shear stress played an
role in the change of the condensation
larify the condensation heat-transfer
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Figure 7 Effect of Rotational Speed on Condenslnc
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Figure 8 Effect of Rotational Speed on Condenslng-
Side Performance of Tube B.
are re-plotted as Nusselt number versus film Reynolds
number, and these are shown In Figures 6 to 9.
Figure 6 shows the variation of Nusselt number
against film Reynolds number for tubes A, B and C at
a constant rotational speed of 2800 rpm. Figures 7,
8 and 9 show Nusselt number versus f ' Im Reynolds
number for each of the tubes as a function of
rotational speed. In these figures, the solid line
and dotted line represent the Marto and Wanniarachchl
[12] expression for turbulent conditions (eqn. (A))
and the Nlmmo and Leppert correlation [17] for
laminar conditions (eqn. (3) with a coefficient of
0.64), respectively.
When the rotational speed is fixed (see
Figure 6), the data of tube A, which has the minimum
diameter, may be correlated by a turbulent type
expression (although slightly shifted downward
compared Co the Marto and Wanniarachchl relationship)
over the entire film Reynolds number range tested.
On the other hand, different trends can be found for
Cubes B and C. For the medium tube B, the data
follow the laminar condensation trend in the lower
film Reynolds number range. However, beyond an
intermediate film Reynolds number (for example, in
Figure 6, the critical film Reynolds number seems to
be at around 90), the data appear to be turbulent and
the Nusselt number Increases with increasing film
Reynolds number. All the data of tube C (see
Figure 9) coincide with a laminar type condensation

















Figure 9 Effect of Rotational Speed on Condenslng-










Figure 10 Schematic Representation of Tube-Diameter
Effect on Condenslng-Slde Performance.
about 100-200, all the data appear to merge toward
one expression, indicative of turbulent conditions.
Similar trends can be found from Figure 7 to 9.
In the laminar condensation region, the Nusselt
number Increases with increasing rotational speed.
When the rotational speed increases, the centrifugal
force dominates the condensation mechanisms. In other
words, as the rotational speed or the tube diameter
or both increase, the centrifugal acceleration
increases compared to gravitational acceleration.
Since the tube is oriented horizontally, and the
condensate must therefore flow horizontally,
increased centrifugal acceleration Is beneficial for
effective drainage of condensate. Also, Increased
centrifugal acceleration makes the condensate film
more and more stable, thus delaying the transition to
turbulent conditions. Indeed, these effects can
clearly be observed in Figures 6, 8, and 9.
These characteristics look very similar to those
which occur during counter-current laminar and
turbulent condensation with Interfaclal shear stress.
Figure 10 depicts the characteristics schematically.
In counter-current flow, as the vapor velocity
Increases, the condensate film thickens which leads
to a decrease in thermal performance and to an
earlier transition to turbulence. Thus, in a
rotating heat pipe, for a given power Input, the
average Nusselt number will be smaller in a
smaller-diameter tube. Also, smaller-diameter tubes
will undergo transition to turbulence at a lower film
Reynolds number.
Additional evidence of the strong influence of
interfaclal shear can be seen from the experimental
results using a condenser with a tube Insert.
Because it was recognized that Interfaclal shear
stress plays an adverse role in condensation heat
transfer with rotation, tube B was modified to
eliminate this effect. A smaller-diameter Cube
(20 mm CD) Inserted Into tube B (new. tube is labelled
as tube B* In Table 1) creating a 4.6-mm annular gap
between them. Steam from the evaporator was
constrained to enter the inner tube through a rounded
entrance and travelled to the far end of the
condenser. The steam then turned the corner and
travelled back toward the evaporator end through the
small annular gap. In this manner, the condensate
and steam were in co-current flow in the vicinity of
the condensing surface. As seen in Figure 11, the
presence of the Insert decreased significantly the
temperature drop required to transfer a given heat
load compared to the case without the insert (I.e.,
Tube B). This was especially true at high rotational
speed. In fact, a comparison of Figure 12 with
Figure 3 reveals that the insert increased the
condensing heat-transfer performance Cl.e., Nu ) hv a
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Figure 11 Effect of Co-Current and Counter-Current
Flow of Vapor and Condensate on Overall
Heat-Transfer Performance.
Insert. It Is clear that, when the vapor Is In
co-current flow with the condensate, there Is an
Increase In the heat-transfer performance. Of course,
further experimental Information Is needed In order
to more fully understand the mechanisms Involved.
CONCLUSIONS
From the above-described experimental results,
several Important conclusions were reached:
1. In a co-axlal rotating heat pipe, the condenser
performance Increases with Increasing rotational
speed and with Increasing Inner diameter.
2. The presence of Interfaclal vapor shear appears
to be very Important, even In a hlgh-
centrlfugal-force field.
3. The use of an Insert within a heat pipe conden-
ser space to change the llquld-vapor flow from
counter-current to co-current Improved the
condensing heat-transfer performance signifi-
cantly.
4. It would be very fruitful to model forced
convection condensation In a hlgh-centrlfugal-
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HELICAl. CUIDR-TYPE ROTATING HEAT PIPES
Akihiro Shimizu and Shinichiro Yamazaki
Deparfmenl of Mechanical Engineering,
Tokyo National College of Technology. Tokyo, Japan.
ABSTRACT
The paper descrihes about investigation of
copper-water heat pipe with rectangular section heli-
cal coil and copper -ace tone heat pipe with hollow cir-
cular section helical coil. The parameters considered
in the experiments are the rotating speed, the fill
ratio of the working fluid, the setting angle, etc.
The measured results show that the helical guide-type
rotating heat pipe works well for very low rotational
speeds at small setting angles. The equivalent thermal
conductivity of the heat pipe decreases when the rota-
tional speed increases.
Observation of the working fluid in tlie container
heing transported by the helical coil was also carried
out using a transparent heat pipe model. Observed
results show that upper limit of setting angle depends
upon the pitch of coil and rotational speed and the




cross sectional area of the container (m^)
specific heat of water (J/kgK)
inner diameter of the container (m)
cooling water flow rate (kg/h)
effective length of the heat pipe (m)
rotational speed (rpm)
heat output from the condenser (U)
heat input to the evaporator {V)
surface area (m-^)S
T temperature CO
P pitch of the helical coil (mm)
a ~ heat transfer coefficient (W/m^K)
/) geometrical maximum angle of inclination (")
71 heat transfer efficiency (%)
(? setting angle of the heat pipe C)








Most of conventional heat pipes for rotating
achinery have no wick and utilize centrifugal force
in order to transport the working fluid from the con-
denser to the evaporator[l],[2]. They usually have
tapered wall on the inner surface of the container,
which is very costly to fabricate. On the other hand,
rotating heat pipes with straight wall are fabricated
very easily, and have been investigated much recently
[3],[4],[5].CG]. Both of them, however, have dif-
ficulty to operate when the rotational speed is very
low and when the evaporator is higher than the
condenser. Thus, a new type of the rotating heat pipe
which has a helical coil on the inner wall of tlu; con-
tainer is proposed, which works well at very low rota-
tional speed, whirl) is named as "the Helical Ciuide-
type Rotating Heat Pipe".
This paper introduces the helical guide-type
rotating heat pipes and describes trend of performance
obtained by experiments with parameters of the rota-
tional speed, the setting angle, the fill ratio of the
working fluid, and so on. Furthermore, observation of
flowing working fluid in the container with a helical
coil has been also carried out in atmosphere without
heating.
2. CONCEPT OF THE HELICAL GUIDE-TYPE ROTATING HEAT PIPE
A helical coil is inserted into the container
with attaching onto the inner surface of i t as tight
as possible. Thrust force generated by rotating is
used to return the condendsatc back to the evaporator
from the condenser, in this type of heat pipes, in-
stead of the centrifugal force, as shown in figure 1.
The thrust force is generated by the helical coil in-
stalled on the inner surface of the container during
rotating. Working fluid remained in the bottom of the
condenser section is transported by the thrust force
along the helical coil as a "helical guide" .
The case using rectangular section helical coil
and the case with hollow circular section helical coil
are shown in figure 2. In the case of hollow circular
section helical coil, working fluid is transported
also along inside the circular section coil, and it is
possible to transport liquid even if there is a
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(b) the heat pipe wi th
hoi low circular
section hel ical coi
I
Fig. 2 Helical guide-type rotating heat pipe with
rectangular section helical coil and with
hollow circular section helical coil
Comparison of tapered-type rotating heat pipes
and helical guide-type rotating heat pipes is shown in
table 1. Rotating direction is very essential for the
helical guide-type rotating heat pipes, because op-
posite direction of rotating makes the codensate never
back to the evaporator. On the contrary, when the
evaporator has to be replaced to the condenser, just
opposite direction of rotating makes possible to
change heat flow to opposite direction.
Table 1 Comparison of tapered-type rotating heat pipe
and helical guide-type rotating heat pipe-
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As an example of applications, cooling a hot rol-
ler rotating at low rotational speed is proposed as
shown in figure 3. In this figure, two helical coils
of same length but different direction of winding each
other are used in the container. Heat from the hot
roller to shaft as a tieat pipe is expected to be
transferred mainly not to bearings but to radiators.
BEARING
RADIATOR
Fig. 3 An application of the helical guide- type
rotating heat pipe to cooling hot roller
rotating at low speed
3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Two kinds of helical guide-type rotating heat
pipes have been designed. Shape and size of two heal
pipes are shown in figure 4 and figure 5. All the con-
tainers are made of copper. Figure 4 shows the heal
riipe with rectangular section helical coil and thf
coil itself which is 9mn of pitch and is made of
aluminum. Figure 5 shows the heat pipe with hollok
circular section helical coil and the coil itself
which is 28mm of pitch and is made of copper. Eiidcaps
of both heat pipes are made of copper and were brazed
to copper pipes as the containers. The heat pipe with
hollow circular section helical coil lias a vacuui
valve for changing the fill ratio of the workinj
fluid.
Fig. 4 Heat pipe with rectangular section helical coil
and the coi I i Isel
f
Fig. 5 Heat pi|)e with Imllow circular section helical
coi I and the coi I i tsol
f
Materials of the heat pipes are shown in lahle 2.
fompatibi 1 I ty between aluminum and water in the heat
pipe with rectangular section helical roil is not
good, so the experiments of it were earned out in a
short period.
Table 2 Materials of the heat pipes
with rectangular with hollow circular






COI 1 aluminum copper





Two heat pipes with rectangular section helical
coil and filled with distilled water were made. One
was evacuated to a pressure of 42 Torrdow vacuum)
just before pouring working fluid in i t and the fill
ratio of it was 19. 5X of the internal volume of the
container with the coil, and the other was to a pres-
sure of 5x10'^ Torr and the fill ratio was 19X.
The heat pipe with hollow circular section heli-
cal coil was evacuated to a pressure of 5x10 Torr
and the fill ratios of the working fluid were 5, 9 and
21X by changing working fluid. Working fluid was
acetone due to compatibility of materials.
A schematic diagram of overall experimental ap-
paratus for the heat pipe with rectangular section
helical coil filled with water is shown in figure 6.
The heat pipe was supported by two hearings and was
rotated using a variable speed motor. The regular flow
of cooling water was supplied by a pump and a given
quantity of electric power was supplied to the heater.
In the cooler, water entered froi upper inlet and was
sprinkled on the surface of the condenser section of
the heat pipe. In the case of the other heat pipes,
the cooler was filled with water from lower inlet, and
then warmed water flowed out of the cooler through up-
per outlet.
. , 1. ,u
After reached the steady state, all the ther-
mocouples were recorded. Temperature measurements were
made with 0.32mm. copper-constantan thermocouples.
The condenser heat transfer rate was determined using
the measured values of the cooling water flow rate and
lenperature difference between outlet and inlet.
Qout = Gc(T2-Ti)/3600
(O
In experiments with the latter cooler, to take account
heat hy friction between the surface of the heat
pipe
and seals, a correct ion was made to this result.
Equivalent thermal conductivity. h»'at tiansf^i
efficiency and heat transfer coefficient of tlif con-
denser were defined as the following.





where it was assumed that temperatures of vapor
and
wall of the container in adiabatic section were
same^
To visualize the state of flowing working fluid,
transparent models made of acrylic tube similar to the
heat pipe were used with colored water in atmospheip
without heating. In the case of hollow circular sec-
tion helical coil, the coil inserted was made of
transparent glass because observation of flow inside
the hollow coil was required. In this model, to
ob-
serve mainly the state of flow inside the hollow
coil,
the outer diameter of the coil was shorter than
the
inner diameter of the container and the difference
of
the diameters was about 0..5mm.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The heat pipe with rectangular section helical
coil was operated at rotational speeds of 0. 50, 100,
120 and 200 rpm. setting at angles of 0. 10, 20.
3U
and 45* from horizontal position. The heat pipe
with
hollow circular section helical coil was operated at
rotational speeds of 100. 200. 300. 400 rpm. and its
setting angles were 0. 15. 30 and 45 .
Visualization of flowing ligiiiri using a mode l
In the case of rectangular section coil, the
states of flowing liquid that is contained as much as
10?. of the internal volume of the container at eacii
condition, at to 45'of setting angle and at 50, 100.
200. 300 and 400 rpm of rotational siieed are shown m
figure 7. Observed results made it clear that working
fluid could he transported at up to n=400rpm for 6
rO'.up to 300 rpm for 15" and up to 200 rpm for 30 oi
45".
Photographs taken in observation for a model of
the heat pipe with hoi low circiilai- section hel ical
coil are siiown in figure 8(a), (h). The liquid is
usually ascending through the inside of the hollow
coil, as shown in figure 8(a). in Hie case of f;;5uie
8(li). the liquiti IS transported rainly through the
outside of hollow circular section coil on condition
of n=300rpm. 0=10'. fill ratio 212. and p=56mm. It was
found that liquid was transported through not the in-
side hut the outside of hollow circular section coil
on conditions that the heat pipe was operatetl at
angles smaller than 10" and at rotational speeds
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Fig. 6 Schematic of overall experimental a|)paratus
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of the coi I
mainly
Fig. 8 Liquid being transported through the inside
or the outside of hollow circular section
hel ical coi
I
Upper limit of settin?; an?;le
The available angles of inclination of heat pipe
were checked up at several rotational speeds with
parameters of pitch of the coil and fill ratio of the
liquid. Upper limit of liquid transport on each condi-
tion is shown in figure 9. The results show that upper
limit of liquid transport decreases with increase of
rotational speed. When the rotational speed is 300 or
400rpm and fill ratio is 9 or 2\%, upper limit of in-
clination decreases greatly. Geometrical maximum angle






Upper limit of setting angle to transport
liquid using hollow circular section helical
COI I
expressed as
fl = tan"k20/p) (5)
Maximum angle of inclination is reduced from ft hy
rotational speed and so on. When the rotaiiofial speed
nearly equals to zero. approaches to ft. In the case
that pitch is 14mm, ft calculated is 83'. As for 5imm.
ft calculated is 63'. These values are also estimated
from exF>erimenlal results as shown in figure 9.
Tewperature distribution and de};ree of vaciuim
On the condition of 0=30' and Qjp=40W, comparison
of wall temperature distribution of the heat pipes
with rectangular section helical coil which wete
pvacuated to low vacuum and high vacuum before pouring
working fluid is shown in figure 10. It was certified
that the heat pipe of low vacuum didn't work well, be-
cause it didn't have nearly hori2ontal line in tem-
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Fig. 10 Comparison of temperature distributions of
heat pipes with rectangular section helical
coil evacuated to different pressures jUst
before pouring working fluid
Temperature distril)ution of the heat pipe with
hollow circular section coil on the condition of 6
=30" and Qjp=85W are shown in figure 11. In the case
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Fig. 11 Temperature distribution of the heat pipe with
hollow circular section helical coil
Equivalent thermal conrinrti vi ty
Equivalent thermal conductivity of the heat pipe
uth rectangular coil on the condition that 0|„=40V,is
shown in figure 12. The result shows that the value of
equivalent thermal conductivity decreases when the
setting angle or the rotational sfieed increases evce|)t
n^Orpm. As for Orpm. it is almost as same as thermal
conductivity of copiier proper. In the case of the heat
pi|)e with hollow circular section helical coil, it is
shown in figure 13. At smaller angles or lower rota-















Fig. 12 Equivalent thermal conductivity of the heat
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Fig. 13 Equivalent thermal conductivity of the heat
pipe with hollow circular section helical coi
Heat transfer efficiency
Some examples of lieat tiansfei efficiency
heat pipe are shown in figure 14.15 and 16. Fi
shows that sufficient heat flow rate is oiitai
the rotational speed less than 200r|im and he
rate decreases with increase of the setting ang
the case with rectangular section coil. In the
hollow circular section coil, at the lotationa
of lOOrpm, very high heat transfer efficiency
tamed at each setting angle evammed. as s
figure 15. On the other hand, at the lotationa
of 400ri)m. heat transfer efficiencies are inf
greatly by the fill ratio of the working flu
















Fig. II Heat transfer efficiency of the heat pipe with
rectangular section helical coil
100















Fi^.lS Heal transfer efficiency of the heat pipe with





400 rpm 85 W
Fig. 16 Heat transfer efficiency of the heat pipe with
hollow circular section helical coil at
n=400rpni
The quantity of workinx fluid
The fill ratio has influence on thermal perfor-
mance of the heat pipes, as shown in figure 16. The
heat transfer coefficients of the condenser at 0=30°
are shown in figure 17. In the case of 21X of fill
















Fig. 17 Heat transfer coefficent of the coMripn<^er
of the heat pine with hollow c.rctiiar section
hel ical coi I ( =30 )
When the quantity of working fluid is much ai*
the heat pipe is inclined and the rotating speed i«
high, puddle of liquid is formed on the condense'
surface, ''iost of iiie conrlenser surface is heiipath t,h»
liouid puddle or thicl^ filni of linuid flowed out fm'
the puddle during rotation, as sliown in figure 18, aiif
then it IS su|)|)osed that its thermal resistance be
comes high.
Fig. 18 Long thick film and puddle covering the iniif
surface of the container due to high fill
ratio and rotational speed(fill ratio 21!',.
Q =10°,n=400rpm,p=l4mm)
5.C0KCLUSI0N
From the experimental results for the helira
guide-tvpe rotating heat pipes, the fol lowing hav
heen ohtained.
(1) At very low rotational speeds. this type of rotat-
ing heat pipes work we 1 1
.
(2) The smaller the rotating speed exrept for rpp
and the setting angle are. the higher the
equivalent thermal conductivity hecomes.
(3) Higher vacuum just hefoie pouring working fluid
gives high thermal performance.
(4) At higher rotational speeds and fiM ratios of W*
working fluid and setting angles, heat transfer
coefficients of the condenser are relatively lo>.
(5) As for pitch of the coil, the shorter tiie length
of the pitch IS, the higher the lifiuid is
transported.
(6") Maximum setting angle of the heat pipe depends
upon pitch of the coi 1
.
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Experimental performance characteristics of a
rotating heat pipe as Influenced by designparameters like heat Input, rotatlonal'speed andInclination of heat pipe axis are presented. The
range of these parameters which promote
ransfer as well as the limiting factors
critically deteriorate the rotating heat
is given. The results are
agreement with the existing
for the critical speed at which
to solid body rotation of the fluid
t whi.h"."; ,^' ^' established that the speedich heat pipe returns to normal operation
urlng decreasing speeds is independent of heatinputs or external cooling intensity on the
U iTlL '"'/\' "''' '""^'^°" °f inclination.It s observed that vapour flow instabilities as
recorded by fluctuating wall and vapouJtemperatures at low speeds are more pronounced
;.en^^the^_heat pipe is slightly incline: to the
INTRODUCTION
Interest in the rotating heat pipe principle
a" lcaT'°"' '^ '"^ ^'^ ^"^ ''^ applfcatJoS t^PC eal systems has steadily grown. In
fa^ '^,; ""i"' '' ''' *^^^^ ^^^^ ^^«"^f" "tes/ !™'^ response, the rotating heat pipe
cool
""'' attention as an effective devicefor ling rotors of electrical machines.
h„, ^r^^"
experimental studies on the rotating
«e gel (3]. Ohtsuka et al. [4], Nakayama et al.
5! Katsuta et al. [6]. Krivosheev et al. (7) and
ur 11a and Chataing (8) among others. ' ihUe
he iL n /° '"^'^'" '•'" critical speed markingbegi ning of transition of flow Inside theea pipe to solid body rotation. Katsuta et ll.
visual observations of flow mechanism Inditlon to verification of the correlationposed by Ohtsuka et al (.,. The Investigations
ct- ITu '''' '"'" '' ^" -hysteresis
n Ic.nM 1
'° ^°tatinR heat pipe which
? h p ^
'^''" ''' performance during
uudles have also been carried out by Karwelt and
IHPC 87
l:i:il:^'L :i "i:^!"^-^ ^^^ undenymg flow
Due to limited experimental contributions in
rotating heat pipe.





determination of the Inside heat transf
coefficients in the condenser and evaporator ^onot a straight, smooth rotating heat pipe.
The following physical characteristicsdistinguish the present work from earlier studies:
1. The heat pipe has a high aspect ratio (lengthto diameter ratio Is 33).
^' TM^^^ °^ rotational speeds extends fromto 2200 rpm.
3. The condenser consists of a large Integrallyfinned section cooled by an external fan.
TEST HEAT PIPE
a 850^ Rotating heat pipe in the present work is50 mm long, 35 mm O.D.. 25.4 ™ I.D., straightsmooth copper tube, the two ends of which are
lllTtL "*r
^^amiess steel end caps by means ofe ectron beam welding to minimise end lossesProvision Is made at one end for filling the tubewith a measured quantity of working fluid. Theair-cooled condenser section consists of anIntegrally finned copper body with closely spaced
clrcu ar fins It is shrunk-fit on the heat pipe.ensuring good thermal contact. The evaporato;
section is made of strip nichrome heater uniformly
wound on the heat pipe and Insulated with asemlca-therm tape. Power Is supplied through apair of spring-loaded copper-brushes.
I. Evaporator 2. Condenser 3. V-belt Drive





10 Variobit sp««d motor
11 Tilting stand
12 Base plate












lated 32 guage copper-constantan
re used to measure the wall
evaporator and condenser as also
emperature of the working fluid,
pose, a grounded thermocouple In
eel tube Is Inserted at the
long the axis of the heat pipe,
output Is picked up by a mercury
echanism coupled to the heat pipe
end.
Before assembling the heat pipe on the test
stand, It Is evacuated close to 10" torr by an
evacuating - filling rig and filled with the
desired quantity of highly pure distilled water.
The processes of heating, cooling with liquid
Nitrogen and evacuating are repeated in that
sequence four times in order to expel dissolved
gases and maintain a high vacuum level Inside th(
heat pipe. The heat pipe is assembled along uitti
the slip-ring mechanism between self-aligned ball-
bearings on a test stand whose inclination can be
changed easily. An adjustable, variable speed,
3000 rpm d.c. motor provides the drive through i
V-belt. The test stand is mounted on cushion
rubber pads to eliminate the effect of vibrations
on the heat pipe performance. The experimental
apparatus is shown in the accompanying photograpt:
in Fig. 1 along with a detailed schematic dlagrau
in Fig. 2.
E5a>ERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The temperature is measured by a digital
thermometer having a resolution of 0.1 C and ar
accuracy of *0.5°C. The thermocouples are
standardised and the readings cross-checked by
Memocal microprocessor based digital thermometer.
The heat losses to the surroundings from the
evaporator are monitored by a remote senslnt
Infrared thermometer. The heat losses are found
to be about 7 percent of the total power input to
the evaporator. The vapour temperature, the
evaporator and condensor surface temperature at
six locations are measured as the speed and heat
input are varied. Additionally, the vapour
temperature, the maximum evaporator temperature
and the minimum condenser temperature are recorded
on a roultlpen recorder to facilitate measurement
of transient thermal response of the heat pipe for
a step change In speed and to detect the
temperature fluctuations. The speed is varied
between 0-2200 rpm in steps of 200 rpm. The step
change is however suitably adjusted whenever there
are sharp changes in the thermal condition of the
heat pipe. It takes about 15 minutes to reach
steady state at each speed interval.
Initially, the experiments are conducted with
an open condenser cooled by Its own fanning action
but heat Input limited to 500 watts at a vapour
temperature of 80°C. The tests are later repeated
with a shrouded, forced-cooled condenser (as shown
In photograph) when the heat inputs could be
increased by two times for the same vapour
temperature.
For the present experiments, the fill ratio
Is 0.3, i.e. the working fluid (pure distilled
water) occupies 30 percent of the total inside
volume of the heat pipe. Studies of Nakayama et
al. [5] show that this fill ratio is the optimum
from the point of view of achieving stable
operation over a wide range of rotational speeds
and avoiding local dryout of the evaporator. Too
low a fill ratio causes somekind of a 'thermal
runaway' at even very low speeds (less than 700
rpm) while too high fill charge makes the heat
pipe operate at relatively elevated temperature
due to the presence of a thick liquid layer on the
Interior wall.
The heat pipe is set in the horizontal
position with the help of a spirit level
Indicator. Slight changes in the position are
found to affect the heat pipe performance. Later
experiments on the rotating heat pipe at different
inclinations (with the evaporator always at the
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Fig. 3 Temperature Distribution along the Heat
Pipe Axis
The temperature distribution along the wall
of the heat pipe for a typical case is shown in
Fig. 3. The temperature Is fairly uniform over
the condenser wall but it varies appreciably along
the evaporator with the maximum occuring at the
centre of the evaporator section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the open condenser, cooled by
its own fanning action are considered first. The
aaximuin temperature difference, AT = T -T
,
between the evaporator and condenser is plotted In
Fig. 4 against the rotational speed. AT is uniform
upto 1200 rpm but begins to increase above this
speed. Steep and sudden rise in AT is found at
1600 rpm. The steady increase in At in the
intermediate speed range of 1200-1600 rpm is
attributed to transition of internal flow
behaviour from a stratified liquid pool scraped
partially along the circumference to one of a
'disking' flow or formation of a regular axial
ripples or stripes, visually observed by Karwelt
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Fig. 4 Variation of Temperature Difference with
Rotational Speed for Self-Cooled Condenser.
During decreasing speeds, the trend of
elevated AT continued to a much lower speed of
850 rpm at which there is an abrupt and well
marked fall and return of the heat pipe thermal
conditions to the original level. This sharp
change in AT signifies that the flow inside
reverts from solid body rotation to stratified
condition. There is thus a definite 'hysteresis
effect' exhibited by the rotating heat pipe. It
Is significant that this change of events is
independent of the heat input
.
The heat transfer coefficient In each case is
evaluated In the following manner. The net heat
input to the evaporator is obtained by
subtracting from the wattmeter reading, the heat
losses from the evaporator. As mentioned before,
the evaporator loss is measured in terms of heat
flow by a direct-recording infra-red thermometer.
The inner wall temperature in the evaporator
and condenser section is given by
''^el " '^eo
Q In (r„/r,) / (ZTTK L„)
and
^cl Tco - Q ^" ('^o/'"i) / (27Ik L^)
(1)
(2)
temperature returned to original state, rather
Instaneously
.
There Is therefore a very narrow
band of speeds over which the solid body rotation
Is disrupted and stratification occurs. This Is
depicted clearly in Fig. 7.
so that the respective heat transfer coefficients
are evaluated from
hgi - Q / l27IroLe (T^i - T^) ] (3)
and
h^l - Q / I271r^^ (T^ - T^^) ] (4)
Where
Q = net heat input
Tp « outer radius of heat pipe
r| • inner radius of heat pipe
K = thermal conductivity of copper
Lg » Length of evaporator section
Lj, " Length of condenser section
T^ » Vapour Temperature
The evaporator heat transfer coefficient Is
shown in Fig. 5 for two heat Inputs. It remains
uniform over a wide range of speeds upto 1600 rpm
beyond which, the heat transfer coefficient
decreases slightly due to a corresponding Increase
in the temperature difference, Tg-T^ . The speed
at which this change occurs depends mildly on the
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Fig. 5 Evaporator Heat Transfer Coefficient as a
Function of Rotational Speed
When the heat pipe is horizontal and the
condenser Is cooled by an external induced - draft
fan, the temperature excess, Te-Tc and Tv-Tc are
plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of rotational
speed. The tendency for an increased Te-Tc is
observed over a speed interval of 900-1600 rpm
with a corresponding reduction in Tv-Tc. Sharp
rise in the temperature excess is found for 2000
rpm and more
.
The extended range of speeds over which
stable operation of the heat pipe Is acheived
should be particularly noted. Further increase in
speed above 2200 rpm produced an uncontrolled
thermal condition where the evaporator temperature
increased sharply.
During decreasing speeds the temperature
excess remained high and tended to increase down
to a speed of 750 rpm at which eventually, the
Heat Input 700W
Fill Rati
^00 800 1200 1600 2000
Rotational Speed, rpm
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Fig. 7 Variation of Temperature Difference with
Rotational Speed for Fan-cooled Condenser.
It is further noted that when the rotational
speed is sought to be decreased before attaining
the critical speed of 2000 rpm In this case, it is
possible to retrace the original temperature curve
with no hysteresis phenomena observed.
The temperature excess Is rainlmum for speeds
less than 1600 rpm. This is due to thin film
evaporation over a relatively large dry evaporator
surface under stratified conditions.
that In the present case (a) the aspect r;itlo 's
higher, ( b) the fill ratio Is greater and (c) the
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Fig. 9 Variation of Condenser Heat Transfer
Coefficient with Rotational Speed
The results of present experiments fit into
the correlation of Ohtsuka et al. [4] within 20
oercent
. The deviation In the critical speed at
which transition occurs is mainly due to the fact
The evaporator heat transfer coefficients
shown in Fig. 8 are comparlt Ively less affected by
increasing-decreasing speeds. On the otherhand,
the condenser performance Is profoundly affected
during variable speed operation as depicted in
Fig. 9.
The tests are repeated when the heat pipe is
slightly inclined (condenser up). The results are
presented in Figs. 10 and 11 for an inclination of
2°. The evaporator heat transfer coefficients are
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Table 1 below gives the rotational speed at
which abrupt change in the temperature difference
between evaporator and condenser occurs during
increasing-decreasing speeds.
Table 1 Transitional Rotational Speed
Cooling Power Position Increasing Decreasing
mode w speed rptti speed rpm
Horizontal 1600 800
Self 400 2° 1800 900
cooling 5° 1600 1000
10° UOO 1000
Horizontal 2000 750
Fan 700 2° 1900 950
cooling 5° 1800 1050
10° 1200 1400
When the heat pipe Is operated In the
inclined position, the evaporator and vapour
temperature readings have fluctuated
significantly, particularly at lower speeds, the
amplitude of fluctuation increasing with increased
inclination. However, once the transition occured
(in the range of 1400 -*- 2200 —^ lAOO rpm) the








A heat pipe rotating about its axis possesses
a thermal response pattern changing
critically with the rotational speed.
A higher fill ratio of 0.3 compared to 0.1-
0.14 fill ratios recommended by Ohtsuka et
al. [^], enlarges the range of speeds for
which stable heat pipe operation is achieved.
During each test run, a well defined
hysteresis phenomena is observed,
particularly worsening condenser behaviour,
which is detrimental to the heat pipe
performance
.
Appreciable cooling effect can be produced
without any external fan by means of a
slightly oversized finned condenser.
To study further the heat transfer
effectiveness of a rotating heat pipe on a
prototype machine, a 10 KW Induction motor U
being manufactured with the heat pipe incorporated
into the hollow shaft of the rotor.
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ABSTRACT
The desired low mass of motors for special
purposes demands new cooling devices. Different
types of heat pipes for motor cooling are described
and their principle of operation is explained. The
test results of four heat pipe cooled induction
motors of 75kW and ISOkW respectively are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Motors for special purposes, e.g. traction
drives are supposed to have weights and volumes as
low as possible. A decrease of motor size at the
same power output, however, means an increase of
motor losses per volume unit. Consequently motor
cooling has to be improved to avoid inadmissible
temperature rises of the winding insulation. For
that purpose heat pipes favourably can be used. Be-
cause of their high thermal conductivity they allow
the efficient transport of power loss to regions
from where the heat easily can be removed with the
help of a cooling medium, e.g. air or water. They
need no external pumps to be kept in continuous ope-
ration and no maintenance. Up to the present, howe-
ver, they where only seldom used for motor cooling.
2. POSSIBILITIES TO INSTALL HEAT PIPES IN STATOR AND
ROTOR OF AN ELECTRIC MOTOR
In the stator of an electric motor stationary
heat pipes with capillary structure and in the rotor
concentrically or eccentrically rotating heat pipes
can be used. Most important for all types of heat
pipes is the thermal coupling with the heat source
and the cooling medium. As mentioned in reference
/9/ there are the following possibilities for the
installation of heat pipes in electric motors:
1. The conductors in the stator slots are capillary
heat pipes
2. Capillary heat pipes in the end turns
3. " " " in the stator slots
i. " " " in the stator yoke
5. The rotor bars (of the squirrel cage induction)
motor are eccentrically rotating heat pipes
6. Eccentrically rotating heat pipes in the rotor
yoke
7. Capillary heat pipes to cool the internal air
penetrate housing or end shield
8. The shaft is a concentrically rotating heat pipe
The two open motors which dre presented in the
following are equipped with heat pipes of type No. 3,
ii and 5. For totally enclosed motors, however, the
use of heat pipes of type No. 3 and 4 is rather prob-
lematic, since they would have to penetrate the end
shield. So the totally enclosed motor presented
first has only a concentrically rotating heat pipe
in the shaft (type No. 8) whereas the other has a
cooling system similar to type No. 3 in addition.
3. DIFFERENT HEAT PIPE TYPES
3.1 Capillary Heat Pipes With Longitudinal Grooves
Various structures can be used for heat pipe
wicks: wrapped screens, sintered metals, longitudi-
nal grooves, annular grooves, arteries etc. Espe-
cially suitable for the use in the stator of an
electric motor are heat pipes with longitudinal
grooves. Their main advantages are simplicity and
reliability whereas their only possible disadvantage
is the sensivity to operation against gravity at a
corresponding inclination to the horizontal.
A typical cross section of a longitudinal
grooved copper-water heat pipe is shown in fig 1.
The fill charge should be sufficient to just fill
the grooves, but a slight overfill usually can be
tolerated.
Fig.l: Cross section of a longitudinally grooved
heat pipe of 14mm outer diameter
The transport capacity depends as well on the fluid
properties as on the geometry of container and wick.
It is essentially determined by the maximum possible
capillary pressure.
A copper-water heat pipe of 500mm length with
the cross section shown in fig.l was examined in ho-
rizontal and several inclined positions. In the
evaporator section it was heated electrically over a
length of 160mm and in the condensor section it was
cooled by a 100mm long water jacket.
At horizontal operation and 120°C the heat
transfer capability amounts to 700W. At inclined
operation with gravity assistance it still increases
a bit whereas it decreases rapidly even for only
small inclinations against gravity and is down to
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Fig. 2: Capability of examined heat pipe for several
angle of inclination
3.2 Concentrically Rotating Heat Pipes
The axis of a concentrically rotating heat
pipe is identical to the axis of rotation, that
means the shaft itself is used as a heat pipe. With
respect to mechanical strength usually only steel
can be used as shaft material. Because of the low
thermal conductivity of steel which increases the
thermal resistance of the heat pipe the steel wall
should be only as thick as mechanically necessary
whereas inner heat transfer surface should be large.
It is of highest importance that the evaporator con-
tains sufficient amount of equally distributed
liquid at all working points.
b)
Fig. 3: Liquid distribution in concentrically rota-
ting heat pipe at a) high and b) low speed
At high rotational speed the liquid is distributed
in form of an annular layer (fig. 3a). Because of the
low thermal conductivity of possible working fluids,
e.g. water, the layer thickness should be as small
as possible. To avoid a second passing of the heat
through the liquid layer the cooling zone can be
designed with a smaller inner diameter than the eva-
porator zone. This is possible by using a step in
diameter or a cone. Centrifugal force than cause an
almost dry cooling zone and a corresponding decrease
of the effectiv thermal resistance.
At low rotational speed , however, the working
fluid accumulates in the lower portion of the heat
pipe (fig. 3b). Tests with several concentrically ro-
tating heat pipes at low speed showed that smooth
inner surfaces in the evaporator zone result in a
dry out of the upper portion and a subsequent in-
crease of the thermal resistance even for rather low
added heat power. A sufficient liquid distribution
on the inner surface proved to be possible only by
using appropriate inner surface structures. Suc-
cessful was the use of irregular, rough surfaces and
of longitudinal grooves which act like paddle-wheels
and take the liquid along on their way up.
For low speed operation the inner diameter in
the heating zone likewise should be greater than in
transport and cooling zone. By this means and with
the help of gravity the liquid is accumulated within
the heating zone where it is badly needed. The
chosen amount of liquid has to be relatively high in
order to avoid dry out at the far end of the heating
zone. A high amount of liquid chosen with respect to
the lower rotational speeds, however, at high speeds
effects undesirebly thick liquid layers. A cone?'
trically rotating heat pipe for variable speed cp'
ration therefor should be designed with a big ann.
lar slot in the inside wall. At high rotatior;
speed this annular slot acts as a liquid stc!
whereas at lower speed it releases the additional'.
required 1 iquid.
In the following some experimental results ?'•
presented concerning the concentrically rotat'-:
heat pipe which had be designed for a variable sper





Fig. 4: Longitudinal and cross section of concentri-
cally rotating heat pipe with longitudinal
grooves in evaporator section
Fig. 4 shows its longitudinal and cross sectir
within the heatimg zone. The generally smooth, cy
lindrical heating zone contains eight longitudinj'
grooves. Transport zone as well as cooling zone ar<
conical ly shaped and smooth. To reduce the hea"
pipe's thermal resistance the cooling zone was manj-
factured of copper. The heating was done electrical-
ly over the length of 160mm at the far end and tN
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Fig. 5: Thermal resistance of concentrically rotat-
ing heat pipe
In fig. 5 the measured thermal resistances versu;
rotational speed are compared for water and methanol
fill. Additionally the qualitative charac teristi:
for a completely smooth inner surface is given, jr
this case the thermal resistance rapidly increases
with decreasing speed.
At high rotational speed the general thermal
behaviour is not problematic and hardly dependend ofi
heating zone surface structure or liquid fill. Due
to the longitudinal grooves at low speed also favou-
rable results are achieved. Between lies the speei
range in which the thermal behaviour is partly cri-
tical. In spite of the greater fill volume the me-
thanol fill leads to a partly dry out of the evapo-
rator. This is due to the worse properties of metha-
nol compared with water and results in a rapid in-
crease of thermal resistance. On the other hand the
smaller water fill leads in the same speed range and
at the same heating power only to insignificant in-
creases. Altogether the thermal resistance of this
concentrically rotating heat pipe with longitudina'
grooves and water fill is almost independend on ro-
tational speed.
4. INDUCTION MOTORS WITH HEAT PIPE COOLING
4.1 150kW Motor With
The first
Heat Pipes In The Stator Yoke
heat pipe cooled motor (fig. 6) tFa t
and examined in our institite is anwas designed
open type 150kW induction motor /5,6,9,11/. The used
heat pipes were manufactured by IKE, Stuttgart
University, whereas all other heat pipes mentioned
in this paper were build in our own institute.
The stator contains 36 longitudinally grooved
copper-water heat pipes which are placed in axial





Fig. 6: Longitudinal and cross section of 150kW
motor with heat pipes in the yoke
To avoid the simultaneous failure of all heat pipes
at inclined operation the finned cooling zones are
alternately led to both sides. They are placed
beyond the end turns. In the rotor the 28 copper
bars of the squirrel cage are constructed as heat
pipes with internal thread (M8x0.3) (fig. 7b). For
better cooling they are lengthened beyond both end
rings but remain unfinned. Consequently they have
one heating zone 1n the middle and two cooling
zones. With regard to the asymetrical design of the
given housing the centrifugal forces in the conden-
ser sections are taken up by two supporting rings at
the drive end and three at the non-drive end. Be-
cause of the same reason the condensor sections of
the stator heat pipes are also asymetrical, they
have ten and fifteen fins respectively. The volume
uf Ihu ruLor heat pipe's water rilling equals about
one third of the total volume.
The stator heat pipes (fig. 7a) are similar to
the above mentioned type (fig.l). Because of the
wider groove openings, however, they are even more
sensible to inclined operation. Measurement of a
single heat pipe showed a total failure at a three
degree inclination against gravity.
/A
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Fig. 7: Cross sections of a) stator and b) rotor
heat pipe
During the first time the motor was operated without
integrated stator heat pipes. Fig. 8 shows the con-
siderable reduction of the stator winding's tempera-
ture rise after their installation /6/.
In the following the behaviour of both heat
pipe systems in extreme working conditions is exa-
mined. For that purpose the motor was tested on a
ramp with an inclination of 3° to the horizontal.
Such working conditions are possible for traction
Fig. 8: Temperature rise of hottest spot of stator
winding when network supplied. No.l witho
and No. 2 with installed stator heat pipes
drives when going uphill, downhill or in curves,
motor was operated with drive end up, non-drive
down and vice versa. Due to the overdimensioning
the rotor heat pipes the maximum rotor temperat












Fig. 9: Effect of speed on temperature rise distri
bution of rotor bar at inclined position
with drive end a) up and b) down
The motor was fed by a current-source inverter
operated at several speeds including standstill,
temperature rise distributions of the rotor bar
inclined position with drive end up are compared
fig. 9a. At standstill and lOOmin'l heat pipe pe
formance is very poor. Obviously the heating zone
almost dry since the whole water filling is absor
by the low long cooling zone which consequently
blocked. With increasing speed the liquid distri
tion becomes more and more uniform and thermal
behaviour improves gradually. The results with non-
drive end up are somewhat different (fig. 9b). The
volume of the now lower short cooling zone is insuf-
ficient to take up the whole water filling. Therefor
always at least part of the heating zone is wetted
and a total dry out cannot occur. The heat pipe is
always serviceable with at least one cooling zone
and that is the higher one. Consequently now the
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Fig. 10: Mean temperature rise of stator winding for
all three examined motor positions at two
different stator frequencies
The effect of a three degree inclination on
the mean temperature rise of the stator winding is
only small. This is shown in fig. 10 for two diffe-
rent stator frequencies.
Although for both inclinations half of all stator
heat pipes are inactive only a slight increase of
stator winding temperature can be noticed. The other
half of the heat pipes perform well enough to cool
the stator alone. During the Inclination tests no
critical hot spot could be observed. So motor opera-
tion at small inclination to the horizontal is
possible almost without any reduction of working
capacity. The alternate position of the stator heat
pipe cooling zones at both sides proved good.
4.2 150kW Motor With Heat Pipes In The Stator Slots
The second heat pipe cooled motor ( f i g. 1 1
)
with heat pipes in the startorslots is also an open
type ISOkW induction motor /U/. With the exception
of punching and packing of the laminated core and of
the inserting and impregnation of the stator winding
the whole construction was executed in our insti-
tute's own workshop. A comparison shows that the
data of this motor are almost identical to those of
the first motor.
Obviously the heat pipe system of the first
motor needed unnecessarily much volume. So the
dimensions of the second motor's heat pipe systems
were designed much smaller. On both sides they are
flush with the end turns and no longer cause an ex-
tention of the motor. The cooling zones of the
stator heat pipes are placed above and below the end
turns and the rotor heat pipes can do with only one
support ring on each side. The stator heat pipes are
on the bottom of each stator slot, that means in
close contact with the winding which is a main
source of power loss. They have to be insulated as
well against the winding as against the laminated
iron core. The vicinity between heat pipe an winding
makes possible a very effective stator cooling. The
finned condensor sections again are alternately at
the motor's drive and non-drive end. The end turns
and the corresponding stator heat pipe cooling zones
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Fig. 11 Longitudinal and cross section of ISOkW motor
with heat pipes in the stator slots
Fig. 12: View of end turns and stator heat pipe
cooling zones before impregnating
To achive a flat contact area between heat pipe anj
winding and to reduce necessary area for the heat
pipe itself a semicircular heat pipe cross section
was chosen. For this purpose the already known
longitudinal grooved copper pipe material (fig.l)
was pressed into the new shape (fig. 13a). Because of
the considerable reduction of vapour area and number
of existing grooves the performance of the corres-
ponding semicircular heat pipe is considerably worse
compared with the original cicular one. Experiments
for horizontal position showed, however, that it can
T
b)
Fig. 13: Cross sections of a) stator and b) rotor
heat pipe
transport at least 200W in the interesting tempera-
ture range and this is sufficient for all working
points. Since the groove opening width of several
grooves is reduced the semicircular heat pipes are
much less sensitive to small inclinations than the
original circular ones.
The copper bars of the squirrel cage (fig. 13b)
again are constructed as heat pipes with internal
thread (M8x0.5). In both cooling zones the cross
section is reduced to a part named "a" which con-
tains the heat pipe. The total cooling surface was
increased by soldering a finned copper tube on it.
The volume of the rotor heat pipe's water filling
again equals about one third of the total volume.
Because of the relatively short cooling zone by this
even at inclined operation a total dry out of the
heating zone becomes impossible.
Weigth reduction shall be demonstrated with
some numerical results. The active stator material
weight (laminated iron core and copper winding in-
cluding heat pipes) amounts to 117.3kg whereas the
corresponding weight of a 90kW, SOs'^, IP23 machine
is about 140 to 150 kg. This corresponds to a reduc-
tion of 16.2% to 21.8% respectively.
Another interesting comparison provides the
product of current density and current loading. It
is approximately GSOOA^/mm^cm for the inverter-fed
heat pipe cooled machine but only about 2500A2/mm2cm
for an open type mains-operated 90kW machine. The
ratio of the cross section area which is claimed by
the insulated copper wires to the total cross sec-
tion area of the slot is 35% for the heat pipe
cooled machine and about 50% for a conventional ma-
chine. The suitability of the used stator and rotor
heat pipe systems could be proved for horizontal as
well as inclined posi tioiis" of the motor. Rccouse of
the shorter cooling zones the rotor temperatures are












Fig. 11: Effect of speed on temperature rise distri
bution of rotor bar at inclined position
with drive end a) up and b) down
Altogether they are yet rather low. As already men-
tioned such a rotor heat pipe system is more appro-
priate to a motor of higher output and higher rotor
loss
.
As expected at inclined operation the tempera-
ture peaks in the middle of the rotor bars have va-
nished even for standstill and very low speed
(fig. 14). The temperature profiles for drive end up
and drive end down are almost identical. Apart from
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Fig. 15: Mean temperature of stator winding for all
three examined motor positions at fj=:15s'^
At inclined operation the thermal behaviour of
the stator winding differs from that of the first
motor (fig. 15, 10). The results for horizontal and
inclined operation are almost identical. At first it
is amazing that the highest temperatures always
occur in horizontal position. At inclined machine
the performance of the gravity assisted heat pipes
is improved whereas the performance of those which
have to work against gravity deteriorates only in-
significantly. Altogether at inclined position from
this results a tiny but measurable improvement com-
pared with horizontal position.
4.3 75kW Motor With Heat Pipe In The Shaft
The third examined heat pipe cooled machine is
a totally enclosed motor with heat pipe in the shaft








Data of original machine:
U,,^:380V I,f^=l39A cosif,^, = 0,87
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Fig. 16: Longitudinal section of rotor, cross section
of shaft and data of original motor
For this purpose in our institute a new rotor
with heat pipe in the shaft was built for a conven-
tionally totally enclosed fan-cooled 75kW induction
motor (fig. 16). The inner dimensions of the heat
pipe are identical with those of the above described
heat pipe with grooves in the evaporator section
(see fig.4). Some minor changes were carried out.
The outer shaft diameter was increased from
96mm to 105mm and the copper cooler was friction
welded with the steel shaft whereas it was only
screwed in the case of the individual heat pipe
mentioned above. Additionally the inner surface of
the heat pipe now was coppered galvanically to avoid
compatibility problems between liquid and wall mate-
rial. It has to be considered, too, that now the
heating zone is more than double as long as before.
The original rotor was exchanged for the
newly built rotor with still unfilled heat pipe
in the shaft. The fan was removed and the motor
seperately ventilated. The air flow rate was perma-
nently adjusted at a value which brought about
an unchanged mean temperature rise in the stator
winding at the rated speed of 1475 min
The motor's thermal behaviour with still un-
filled shaft was examined when fed by a sinusoidal
50s"l system and by a current-source inverter at
lower frequencies. After filling the heat pipe in
the shaft with 30.6cm3 of destilled water the measu-
rements were repeated. The heat pipe's cooling zone
was cooled by a water jacket. The used cooling water
flow was three liters per minute.
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Fig. 17: Rotor temperatures with unfilled and filled
heat pipe in the shaft
In fig. 17 the temperatures of rotor bar and shaft
(in the middle of the rotor stack) as a function of
time are compared for unfilled and filled heat pipe
in the shaft. Both times the motor was mains-ope-
rated with its rated voltage, rated current and
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Fig. 18: Mean temperature rise of stator winding with
unfilled and filled heat pipe in the shaft
bar temperature from 185°C to 102^0 and the shaft
temperature from ISOOC to 82°C. With unfilled heat
pipe there is only a very low temperature difference
between rotor bar and shaft. The thermal contact
seems to be as good as desired. The temperature
difference increases with filled heat pipe because
of the high heat flow of 1350W from cage to shaft.
The mean temperature rise of the stator winding
Is also significantly decreased by the heat pipe
action although not as much (fig. 18). At rated cur-
rent the temperature rise 1s decreased by 27K. The
use of the heat pipe in the shaft allows a power in-
crease of about 17% without exceeding the permis-
sible temperature rise of insulation class F.
At lower speeds the thermal behaviour of the
now inverter-fed motor is very similar. The results
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Fig. 19: Power transferred by the heat pipe in the
shaft at different frequencies
The chosen frequencies correspond to speeds of ap-
proximately 1500, 700, 400 and lOOmin-l.A signifi-
cant speed dependence cannot be found out. Firstly
the rotor loss does not differ too much for the con-
sidered frequencies and secondly the thermal resis-
tance of the heat pipe In the shaft is more or less
independent of speed (see fig. 5).
If a greater inner shaft diameter is used /8/
or a longer evaporator section the transferable
amount of heat still can be increased significantly.
But even for the given heat pipe the highest
achieved power of about 1700W is not yet the perfor-
mance limit. The limit is the temperature rise of
the stator winding.
The results show that for steady-state opera-
tion the use of a heat pipe in the shaft can be In-
teresting not only for small motors but also for
motors of a magnitude which are applicable for
example on subway systems.
4.4 Totally Enclosed 150kW Induction Machine With
Heat Pipe Cooling In Stator And Rotor
As mentioned above it is advantageous to apply
heat pipes in the bottom of the stator slots for
heat transfer. In a changed form this solution is
applicable for a totally enclosed machine. If there
is the demand of variable speed operation of the
drive a cooling water circuit must exist for heat
transfer from the concentrically rotating heat pipe
So it is possible to integrate the stator cooling




Fig. 20: Longitudinal section of IBOkW enclosed motor
with heat pipes in stator slots and shaft
The stator of the second enclosed induction
machine (fig. 20) whose investigation is not finished
yet was built up in the same way as the open machine
described above but pieces of copper are soldered at
the cooling sections of the stator heat pipes which
are clamped in a ring-like water cooler placed above
the end turns of the stator winding. The water
supply connections go through the housing not
through the end shields. The heat pipes have the
same inner structure as those in the open machine
but the condenser section has been shortened from
80mm to 50mm because of the more effective cooling.
Preliminary investigations proved this cooling
method to be as efficient as that of the open ma-
chine. In horizontal operation each heat pipe can
transfer 190W at a temperature level of IIIOC in the
evaporator section. With an inclination of 3° each
gravity assisted heat pipe will transfer 290W and
those operating against gravity 96W at a slightly
increased temperature level in the heating section
(1250C).
Two rotors each with a concentrically rotating
heat pipe were built for this machine. Their con-
struction data were the same however one had 16 lon-
gitudinal grooves in the evaporator section. The
manufacture of these grooves is rather difficult.
Therefor investigations were carried out with the
second concentrically rotating heat pipe which
should prove that the roughness of the copper layer
inside the heat pipe is sufficient to wet the inner
surface of the evaporator even at low speed
operation. The cone angle of the condensor and
transport section is 2.8°. Because the maximum speed
of the machine should be 5000min'^ the cooling
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Fig. 21: Thermal resistance of heat pipe shaft a)
without and b) with longitudinal grooves
The thermal resistances of both heat pipes are
rather independent on speed. The heat pipe with
grooves in the evaporator seems to be slightly bet-
ter. The heat transfer is 1.9kW (fig. 21a). The mea-
surements were carried out with an electric heater
element half as long as the active part of the ro-
tor. Measurements with two heaters proved the capa-
bility of the heat pipe to transfer 2.4kW minimum.
As a result of the enlarged surface of the heating
section the thermal resistance was reduced by about
20% (fig. 21b).
This totally enclosed induction machine will perform
the same electrical data and approximately the same
volume as the open type 150kW machine with heat
pipes in the stator slots whereas conventional




The desired low mass of motors for special purposes,
for example traction drives, demands new cooling de-
vices. Such systems with heat pipes are shown for
both open type and totally enclosed induction
motors. The different heat pipe types are described
and their principle of operation is explained. For
open type motors obviously the use of heat pipes
both in stator yoke or slots and in the rotor bars
can be favourable. For totally enclosed motors the
use of a heat pipe in the shaft seems to be very
promising. It could be advantageous especially for
modern urban railway motors.
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Bibliography on Rotating Heat
Pipe Technology (From Ph.D. Thesis of
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OUTLINE
llie FANUC AC SpinHIp Motor sorips cfpvploped for
the NC niacliine tool has lii()h rp|ial)ility cvon in
spvere opcratinq cotulitinns in nnchine <;hops full of
tlust and cutting oil. The variable spoeH AC Spindip
Motor qreatly reduces periodic inspection and
rnaitUenanre.
The FANUC AC Spindle Motor with a unique stator
cooling system (patent pendinq) enahles excellent
chatacteristics of high output, and therefore improves
the performance of the NC machine tool.
The FANUC AC Spindle Setvo Unit uses the latest
tpchnif)ues of power electronics. It can he smoothly
operated at all speeds with every little vihiation and
low noise. The function of rerteneiative braking
control (patent pending), clertiic sfiindle orientation
control (patent pending), etc. can fully satisfy the
requirement of the latest NC machine tools.
!}# « HIGHLIGHTS
3.5KW*^626KW (30^:^*^) ^ X ly V
-XM^n. y^yvr^i, s.mn\fr^ij''
15) *S^. 7->->^"t?>5'^<!:'*6»5l>
1 . Wide variety of models for NC machine tools
Ili'-i" i<; n vji'li' vnti'^ly nf iiim'I"!'; (I"i)I in"iiii(
typn gi IImnn tv|ii') \^i'\\\y (iii1(int (iinvr'i inniiinn
from f) 51-W to 7(^^VV (rnt-'d output for 30niiii)
Ti'V') tS'i>n<; nf ro'iliiiq nir Hirrc'ion ;\tp pippnt(?(l
for foot iiHiunt tyrir (MoHnI 3 ~- 151
llip'in mil t'" ii^frl (or Intlins, innrhliiirift cnnlPis,
and any other NC machine tools.
2. mw.jimmmzmxhn?>=E-^
si.^-t'tTJt^ij ;*(DMw t^ ^ «^Mx t« rtr^




±fft|5]t£^;? li * f ^ "Titi^^b U TL^ *
}|:Ui:;f3tEH^t;oXLN*f cor. CCD^
6. iinfc*DJi • i^^ft'^
2. Reliability in severe environments
t'nrnM'.r nil r7ior|f'l<; r.l llin FArJUC A'" Spintll"
Molni 'r>i if •; nip rompl''IPly enr'o'.'vl, lli"v vn
hn (•""ft v;ith safply p>/rn In nnrliiim ^hnp'. lull
r>f ilii'.t nnd riillin'l nil. Sinrn tlvi" ni < tin
hiiKhn'; nor othni v'^ai inp (>nil*;^ fin inflic in
spoclion and mninlPiiancP am raioly npcos';aiy.
3. Compact high-speed/high-output motors
III" innldt ilnlm I'; tlimrllv '""i' fnnlrd (imt
ppiul ) ''KIrirnllv wilhoiil rnnl'" r.T^p
This nni'j'in rn!i<;tnirtinii rnsirlls in Pxt|pni"lv
small and liqht wriftht of motor': t h" mnlni<;
ran nfnlly a<;sis' yoir in inipinvinq the cntlino
petlorrnancP of NC machine tools.
4. High performance/high-reliability servo unit
1 liP rATJlH" AC Spindle S"ivo Unit eniplnys
tliP lat"sl tPrhnolnqv of microprncP'';"! rniilinl
to [iinvidp snphii;tirnlPff, hinhly ipliahlp p|fr.
tinnic functions with a minimum numl)"r of
pails T hp piil'.p v/id'h ntndulalion mPllu-rl
using iinvn>p| |i ansi';lr>i s is ntjnplpd lnf conti'<|
A iiniriup vpctni rout'ol <;ystpm ritiaiantrrs hiqh
por (nrniancP chai actPi isf irs.
5. Wide constant output range
Inr iP.T-.inqly liirjlipi ';pr'Pf1s .tip hpmn rP'iuni'tl
nf Ih"? <:piiid|p, and y'M molnis rnu-;! al'n h"
rap.-ilil" nf |inwtlnl ripltinn nupn in tliP Inw
'l-i'
-I I rgjtMl
MndpU "? and fi h.T'p thp vviflp I.Tugp n( rnn';niit
ouipul pr-vT't, and ran m''p| iIip'p widi'ly
vaii'<us tiPffl-. I hf'v .^?p suit."'')!" Inr 'mall
marhininq rPtilPi"; and '^tnall l.-itlipr in whii h
a nintfv is dirprlly rnupled with Ihp sjiindlp
thiouqh IipIIs.
6. Excellent acceleration/deceleration response
fMnall intni ln"iiin 'if rAIJMr: AC Spini'lo
^'^nl'l| rpijps and iIip ipqnnpiitivp hial'ina ii'n
IrnI (nt ppiidinn) (^'hirh has licpfi dilfirnlt
\"'iih ihr r'lin'Pnti'.ii'al tprhnnl')qv liav'p rPali7Pr|
hiqii |p-|">ri'.p hirjh Irr'nripnry arcp|P'alinn and
(|nr-n|^, Tt j.,n
III'- rAMtJf Af" '"r""!!'' n.'l'ii': al'n Pii-il.lf
rm'liininq r'-nlPis I'l tap a Itqiil allny at hiqti
cprp>l
FANUC ;fl.ffl-f >/\-$'^-5'














In case max aplndle apead baing tha aama
j
7. ifi<ot'Umi
7K^a%ll?|CD ^ >> ^ /OUX ^ t; t IC U
8. ^&li^^-^
—HalC AC Xt°> fJV'E- 9X\t^B ^H
FANUC AC 7.t°> K;Ut>-— tKJ-- >> VX
AC;^t"> K^'b^-^IS, DCXt°>K^U
^ - 5" Id ibfJ? U T * X ^^ >»L. 4^'- rf o
S;lt5l«lUTri3:4$ICDCX t°> K-fU^
- ^ cf: U «m*H:^ 7^^^ < J&: U ^ t-
o
FANUC ACXt°> K^iUt^— vKj.- >> hii
i/^iS B^ ic [5] f£ X ::^ >»u 4^'- ^X J:im ;^ ICM
f !41f ?&:(l]±*l)l^:^3Et=&«ffl uxl.^*-r
cDr, ?6ic^x^;u#-rf o
10, ±«7r'JX>x-->3>(7t:^->3>)
mm6^^ Si ts ;t CD± li!i:^fiai^ jh ;^^^ hI
rt-o
MW li ;0^ -> > ::^ ^inc >& u * f o
NC <h»S^t^Si:^IC'jZ-S^DA zi>y\-
- Ky-^'ffltt:^. h>'U^fti)Pgm^A
:^i ^ t" co^«g| ;^^ffl « ? nX V.N ^ f o (— SB
©«ftHiiS7r:;fv3>rro)
7. Srnoolh rotation
llif I AIJIJC AC opiridlt; S'tvo Unit einploys a
system (li!sign(.'() to rotate ttie motor smootlily
up to ail extremity (pat. pendmg). This pro-
uidus with smooth rotation for min. to max.
speed, A unique speed detector (pat. penriing)
is employed, a\M\ speeds aio digitally -contiolled
based on clock pulses tioin a quartz oscillator.
Thus, speed fluctuation during constant rota-
tion IS extremely small.
8. Low-Noise motor
In conventional AC spindle motors, the electo-
magnetic force fluctuation as a result of chop-
per current generates uncomfortable noise The
FANUC AC Spindle Seivo Unit adopts a new
drive system (pat, pending) to eliminate such a
motor noise.
9. Energy saving
AC spindle motors require less energy than DC
spindle motors especially in the range below the
base speed Moreover by arlopting the regenera-
tive liraking control, FANUC AC Spindle Motor
series is moie beneficial for the purpose of
energy saving
10. Spindle orientation (option)
Electric spindle orientation control enables a
spindle to oriented stop
You can design the machine simpler by elimi-
nating mechanical parts which otherwise are
required.
11. Spindle control functions for easy connec-
tion to NC
The functions for combining NC are provided,
such as DA convener, override input, speed
meter and load meter output, torque limit
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